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Wi'UL Seeks Champion
Speller In Two Stales;
Contests Start Saturday
Again this year, Radio Station WFUL will conduct
the highly entertaining and yet educational "Spelling
Bee of the Air," Station Manager Jo Westpheling said
today.
With twenty schools in six counties competing, the
first contest begins on Saturday morning, October 5,
at 10:15 a. m. The contests will continue until December 14, then will be resumed after the first of the year
when the grand championship- speller of Kentucky and
Tennessee will be selected.
The Spelling Bee of the Air
is conducted along the lines of
the National Spelling Bee contest
Student teams from two competing schools Will it opposite each
other 'in the studio at the station and words will be tossed
out to them by the Spellmaster,
J. 0. Lewis, commercial manager at the station and former superintendent of schools in Fulton
aid Mayfield will ad as judge
for the contests.
Rules have been set up whereby schools winning on each of the
Saturdays will meet winners in
other brackets, thus eliminating
teams from the schools who fail
to make the winning points. Mr.
Lewis said that the contests are
based on the point system.
Standard spellers will be used
from which to select the words.
The sixth grades classes of the
various classes will compete
The Spelling Bee had to go into
an overtime thriller last year to
determine the three beat 6th
(Continued on Page Eight)

Janice Walker
Wins In Memphis
Talent Show
Young Lady Will
Also Compete For
Farm Bureau Owen
Nnes Janice Walker, radio musi-
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Postmaster Exam Here Will Be Linda Arrington Dogs, Devils, Still Unbeaten
Held On October 22at Union Cilv To Compete For But A Tough Weekend Is Ahead
District Queen An examination for Postmaster
at Fulton, Ky., a first-class post
office rated at level 9 with a
salary of 25,280 a year, will be
open for receipt of applications
until Oct. 22, 1957, the Commission announced today.
The Commission is taking all
possible steps through special
publicity to civic and other community organizations to encourage well qualified persons to apply for the examination.
Competitors for the postmaster
vacancy in this city must have
at least 2 years of experience
showing that they have the ability to conduct and manage the
community's postal business efficiently and to supervise employees so that customers are
satisfied with the service.
Competitors must show that
they can deal With the public
agreeably and effectively and
that they are reliable citizens

who would command tbe respect
and confidence of pinnies of the
post office.
Applicants must take a written
test, which will be given at Union
City. Those who pastWill be as-signed final ratings on the basis
of this test and on their experience, ability, and character. There
As a 1-year residence requirement
and applicants must have reached their 18th birthday on the
closing date for receipt of application. Persons over 70 years of
age may not be appointed.
Complete information about the
examination requirements and
instructions for filing applications
may be obtained at the post office for which this examination
is being announced. Application
forms must be filed with the U.
S. Civil Service Commission,
Washington 25, D. C. and -mud
be received or postmarked not
later than the closing date.
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Popular Student
Will Compete For
County Farm Bureau

ASC Announces Polls
And Election Boards

Speight Accepts
Refinery Job

Miss Laraine Ficlaz Will Reign As Queen
Of South Fulton Homecoming On Friday Night

•

A gigantic 200-automobile caravan is being sought to assemble
here Friday evening to make the
trip to Murray with the Fulton
High School foqtball team, as
they tackle their toughest opponent of the season, Murray High
School.
All who can make the trip are
invited to assemble at 8:00 p. m.
Friday evening at Fulton High
School, from which point the
caravan will depart at 8:30 p. m.

Bargain Student
'Rate: „lust $1.50

Fulton Businessmen, Women Invited
To Have Free Picture Made Thursday

One Injured As
Car Hits Bridge
On Clinton Hiway

Hillview Plans Open
House October 13

•

Wanted:B Cars

cal artist of WFUL and an accomplished organist, was one of
the finalist in the instrumental
division of the Mid-South Fair
last Saturday. Janice, playing the
organ, won in her field of competition on Friday and street to
the semi-finals on Saturday. She
was judged one of the three
finaliste in her competition, with
the winner being a pianist.
Janice has taken away many
honors at the Mid-South Fair
Linda Arrington
Talent competition in the past and
The publisher of the NEWS are
Capable and talented Linda
is acclaimed one of the MidArrington will represent the FulSouth's most outstanding musi- inviting all Fulton business and
professional men to come to the
ton County Bureau as a concians.
testant for the First District
But the field of music is not NEWS office today (Thursday)
!arm Bureau Queen at Kentucky
the, only competion Janice en- and have a free picture of themMr. Roy Bard, chairman of the Dam Village on Friday of this
ten and comes out a winner. selves made.
Realizing that most business- Fulton County ASC Committee week Selected for ability, acSelected as the Farm Bureau
Queen of Hickman County re- men and businesswomen will released today the names of the complishments and talent, Linda
cently, she will go to Kentucky rarely take time out to keep cur- community election board mem- was selected Queen at the Farm
Dam Village on Friday of this rent likenesses of themselves, the bers for each of the polling pieces Bureau picnic held this year at
week to compete for the title of NEWS has made arrangements in the county as selected by the the Fulton City Park.
First
District Farm
A senior at Fulton High School
Bureau with a reputable photographer county election board.
The list of polling places for Linda is the daughter of Mr and
Queen. Selected as the King in to be at the News office on ThursHickman County is Jerry Stewart day afternoon and evening for each community and t be names Mrs C M. Arrington of 500 Wait
who will also compete in the the purpose of photographing the of the community election board State Line in Fulton.
District King and Queen contest. community's businessmen and members are as follows:
Linda has successfully earned
She is the daughter of Mr. and women so that the files of the
Community Polling Place I: the State Degree in IP. R. A. work
will
be
current
filled
News
with
Mrs. Cloys Walker of Clinton.
City Hall, Fulton, Ky. Election which is the highest degree of
With her sister, Mrs. Brownie likenesses
Board: James Browder, Chair,achievement that oan be earned
You know there's something
These pictures are often need- man; T. H. Allen, Vice-chairman; in this national organisation.
extremely amusing about being Burkett they are known as The
ed to go along with a story in J. S. Dawes, Regular Member.
Linda. has been active in many
asked to make • winch. When Tone-ettes.
•
which the person is connected,
invitation
you
Community IT: Lodgeaton Com- phases of club work She has
comes
to
first
the
such as civic drives, business munity House. Roy D. Taylor, worked as a leader with Girl
your chest swells with pride and
dealings, Church affairs and the Chairman; J. D. Boun, The- Omuta and this year served as
yen aesept with a fealine, pf
like, and the News hopes that chairman; George Bleak, Regul- vice president of het 47( Mann
humility. As a matter of fact
everyone will take advantage of ar Member.
unit. Last year she received the
sometimes folks are darned
Daman
apeight, son of this opportunity to have a free
silver star-campus award at 4H
modest about the invitation and Mr and Mrs Jack
Community
Fowler's
Store,
III:
Speigto of picture made.
Club camp and has received high
say with some degree of truth, Fulton, has accepted ^
position
No appointment is needed. Cayce, Ky. M. E. Shaw, Chair- awards for her clothing achievewell, what could I (emphasis on with the Shell Oil RefIr.ery of
man;
Mcbturry,
Forrest
ViceJust come "as you are", when
ments and desnonstnitions ads
the 1) tell them." Anyhow you Wondriver, 111
you can. However, if you would chairman; Richard Adams, Re- year
accept and the more you think
He is working in the Research in order to possibly save time, gular Member.
of the invitation to speak, the Laboratory as • designing engiCommunity IV: Ft. E. A. Buildyou may do so by picking up the
more important you think you neer
ing, Hickman, Ky. Prather Manphone
right
now
and
calling
470.
are.
gold, Chairman; James Shaw,
Spelgta a leee graduate of
Vice-chairman; Percy Thomas,
Fulton High School. completed
Leastway that's the way I felt three years at the University of
Regular Member.
when I was asked to make a talk Kentucky as an engineering maCommunity Si: Western School
before the student body at the ne: He will conUnue to work on
Building. Carl Mikel, Chairman;
William Carey Brown. 61. of
Fulton High School on Wednes- his degree while with the comJames Yates, Vice-chairman; J.
Beginning Tuesday two MemClinton was seriously tntured in
day morning. Several weeks ago pany in Woodriver.
D. Jones, Regular Member.
an automobile accident on Highphis bound Southeast Airlines
Principal Mansfield Martin askflights originated in Union City
way 51, eight miles north of
ed if I would be the speaker at
OP= ALL DAY
Fulton, Monday night
the itchool and talk to the stuThe flights will Leave at 5:30
dents on radio, its place in the
Beginning this week Fulton a. m. and 3.22 p. ni. bound for
Mr Brown, who was carried
community and the advantages retailers will start staying open Memphis. Nashville and Kncato the Clinton-Hickman County
in radio offered to young people all day Wednesdays through the ville. Plights will arrive in UnHospital at Clinton. has both
Dr. E. F. Croeker and Dr. M. legs broken, his right ankle brokas a career. Well. I thought about fall and winter months.
too City from Kaoxville, Nashville and Memphis at :1 .18 a. m. W. Blankenship have completed en, a bad cut an his upper lip,
the invitation for a long time and
their move to their new hospital, and is suffering from shock.
there were times that I was treand 11:47 p. m.
BARR MALI SATURDAY
mendously pleased at the subAs a new termtn.i the one Hillview over the past weekend. He is reported to have lost
The South Fulton freshman Southeast DC3 will remain at
ject upon I was to speak and
An "open house" will be held control of his car, which hit a
the many things that I could class will have a bake sale at Tom Stewart airport over night at Hillview Hospital on Sunday, bridge in the Cane Creek bottoms.
the Fulton band stand Saturday and the flight personnel will re- October 13, from 1:00 to 4:00 p.
tell the students.
beginning at 9:00 a. m.
main in Union City.
m., and the public is cordially inHowever, something else hapvited to inspect this new facility.
pens to me the nearer the time
approaches for the actual speech
Charism Glaser Arrives
making. For a few days before
The campaign to select a HomeHome For Furlough
the day of "execution" I start
coming Queen is underway at
waking up in the middle of the
Charles Gordon Glaser, son of Fulton High School, and don't
Miss Laraine Melds, daughter girls' basketball team
night and I can just see the faces
Mr. and Mrs. Charles R. Glaser be surprised at some of the
of the people in front of me and of Ur. and Mrs. Clyde Fields,
Miss Jane Peeples, a Sopho- of Hickman, Ky., Route
4, arriv- "angles" that the competition may
the impression I seem to be mak- has been chosen football queen more and daughter of Mr. and
ed home on a 10 day furlough seek in order to raise money for
ing upon them. In my wakeful of South Fulton for 1957-58. Miss Mrs. Clayburn Peeples. was sefrom San Diego, Calif. Glaser their favorites.
moments recently I could see the Fields is a Senior and has been lected as the queen's second atwas graduated from U. S. N. T.
for
cheerleader
four
years.
While students are forbidden
tendant.
students and teachers looking out
C. on Sept. 21, 1957.
Attendants include Miss Jessie
to go soliciting for money perof the window and some of them
The coronation ceremony will
daughter of Mr and
He will return to San Diego, sonally, their methods of raising
even studying (in my sleep) their Gamblin,
Gambitn. She is a take place at 7:30 Friday night Calif. where he will enter a school funds are many and varied, and
lessons, while I droned on about Mrs. Jones
member of the Junior Class and at Memorial Stadium. This is for Firing Control Technician for will get into full swing within
radio. One time (in my sleep) I
served as manager of the South Fulton's Homecoming Gaine. 20 weeks.
has
the next week. The whole class
thought
I saw a student get
even
up and look for a radio Set so
he could make signs like turning
off the program and then I would
stop talking.
It is the last 24 hours before
(By Patti Westpheling)
building.
used to be, and Drs. Crocker and the Highlands, and will probably
the appointed time for the speech
We started to write a little
The Standard station in the Blankenship have just finished move to it around January.
that I pick up the telephone a story about several improvements same block is getting a complete moving their hospitel to a !TienForrester's Shoe Shop moved
doaen times and make like call- and changes in Fulton's business doing-over, as is the Whiteway did new modern building out near to larger quarters in the old Huding the person who issued the section this week and wound up Texaco station on Paschall Street. the city park.
dleston building during the sumInvitation and saying: "Look, I with so many notes that we de- Both are going to be completely
A large parking lot has leen mer, and the old Forrester locahave contacted a severe case of cided to jump in the car and new.
made out of the old Dr. Luten tion was occupied by a new firm,
typhoid fever and I can't be there take a quick tour around town
Clarice Shop is getting an ex- place a couple of doors up Carr the Fulton Loan Company.
to make the speech." Then I put so as not to miss anything.
terior painting job;
Warrer. Street
the
from
Methodist
A subtle note of shifting busithe phone down and tell myself,
There is a lot going on, and Jewelry just finished one, and Church, which the Church bought, ness areas might be detected in
of
that."
course
And
"I can't do
a number of changes have taken Doran Colley's cabinet shop down improved and will use co good the block on upper Main Street.
I can't.
place in the business area dur- on Paschall Street looks spic-and- advantage for off-street parking With Merryman moving from the
span with one The old three- in that congested area.
ing the rummer.
old Leader building, the entire
On the morning of the speechThis weekend Garland Merry- story building over Scates GoodThe Bennett home on Carr block will be unoccupied by remaking day is the time when I man opens up his new TV shop rich Store and Fulton Paint and Street has just been purchased tail firms, where a few years ago
wake up coughing like mad. The In the old City Motor Company Glass Co. has been reduced to by Dr. Putnam, and the News it was full. The building next
more I clear my throat the more building, alongside Slim Overby's one story, and the scaffolding learns that Dr. Putnam plans to door to the old Leader building,
I convince myself that I just can't auto body shop. Garland moved removed this week.
convert the old landmark into now used for storage, was formmake the talk, I'm so hoarse I down from the old Leader buildKing Motor Comparty has just offices and move there soon.
erly occupied by Southern States;
can't say a word. 'Well," say I ing on Main Street, and Slim re- moved into a spanking brandPepsi-Cola bottling Company is Loyd Bone now maintains his
helpbe
can't
to myself "it just
cently moved in from out on new showroom and shop on State rapidly nearing completion on office where Airlene Gas ComState Line in the old Whitnel Line where their used car lot their huge new bottling plant in pany once was; Pepsi-Cola, next
(Continued on Page Eight)

New Flights Announced
At Union City Airport

•

Just like a letter from home!
That's the word that many
college students emits beck when
they receive a copy of Till
NEWS each week while they're
at schools across the nation.
So parents, now is the time to
start a subscription to The NEWS
to that student away at college
and your letter-writing ean be
confined to the little personal
things, apart from general community goings-on that the News
will supply them.
The NEWS offers a special bargain rate for college students, tocy
only $1.50 for every issue from
now until school is out next
June. If you are not one of the
many who have already started
The News to your son or daughter, do so today!

Chestnut Glade Fair
Being Held Saturday

There's no doubt about it, the
Twin-cities have a couple of fine
football teams this season. Even
the area sportswriters are beginning to perk up their ears as
both teams emerged through last
weekend with another win apiece,
maintaining undefeated records
for the current season.
Playing on the home field,
South Fulton whipped out a 12-8
victory over Sharon last Friday
night, giving them three wins and
a tie on the '57 season books. On
Friday night, October 4, the Red
Devils will again play at home,
with Alamo coming here. This
game will be broadcast over
WFUL-FM.
The Fulton Bulldogs added
another win to their spotless record last Thursday evening, going to Ridgley and battering
their opponents in a 45-0 victory.
The Bulldogs have won four,
tied none, lost none.
On Friday evening the Bulldogs will meet stiff competition
in the form of the Murray Tigers,
with the game to be played at
Murray.

Counce Announces
For Re-Election
Milton Counce, mayor of South
Fulton for the part three terms,
has annoimeed as a candidate for
re-election. The South Fulton city
election is scheduled Dec. 3rd.
Mr Counce, a South Fulton
grocer for many years, was a
member or the South Fulton city
council for four terms and served
two years of a six-year term as
magistrate.

Brace Showing In
Waterloo, Chicago

The annual Chestnut Glade
school fair will be held this SatRay Bruce, son of Mr and Mrs.
urday. October 5th, at lbe school.
of South
th Fulton,
Tht annual fair include" a gi- =11uce
winning Jersey
of imam Agri:0
aatli
,Ifinkanday at the 11=1
cultural, sewing, cooking, cahneof Dairy Cal& -vowed" se
fruits and flower exhibits, in ad- loo, Iowa.
dition to field day contests.
Young Bruce, who is the only
Chestnut Glade will play Pal- Obion countian representing the
mersville in the evening at 7:00 county in the national and interm.
ational shows this year, will also
enter his cow next week in the
International Dairy exposition in
I7C-Fulton Junior
Chicago, the largest dairy show
Varsity Play Oct. 8
in the country.
Young Bruce recently won
A rematch between the junior
vanity teams of Fulton and Union honors at the Mid-South fair.
City has been scheduled for Tues- There, at the National Junior
day, October 8, at Memorial Sta- Jersey show, he placed seventh
dium in Fulton. Game time will and two days later showed his
cow in the open show and placed
be 7:30 p. m.
In a previous meeting in Union fourth and sixth in the best udCity, the Fulton Junior varsity dered cow class.
lost to Union City 8-19.
GAS BY CHRISTMAS

HOSPITAL NEWS

The new gas system in }Eckman is scheduled for completion
The following were patients in
in another month, with connec- the local Hospitals Wednesday
tions scheduled to be completed morning:
in an additional two weeks, enJones Hospital:
gineers stated last week.
Mrs. B. I... Bowden, Dukedom;
Mrs. Genie Yates, Dukedom; Mrs.
Mae Wells, Hickman; M. E. Vincent, Dukedom; D. L Mayhall,
Kenton; Mrs. James Smith and
baby, Clinton; Robert Brittain,
Melinda Powell, Mrs. J. L. Hagan,
gets into the act on behalf of Kelly 'French, C. A. Boyd, Paul
their candidate, and whichever Kendall, Mrs. E. W. Bethell, Mrs.
raises the most money is the George Wright and Mrs. Bernard
winner.
Clark and baby all of Fulton.
Candidate are Susan McDaniel,
Fulton Hospital:
senior class; Nancy Holland,
Patsy Jane Carter, Water Valjunior class; Martha Herring, ley; Mrs. C. A. Binford, Crutchsophomore class, and Judy Moore, field; Mrs. James -McKnight and
freshman class.
baby, Metropolis, 111.; Mrs. J. N.
The Queen will be crowned Rhodes, Water Valley; Luther
just before the Fulton-Dresden Pickens, Water Valley; Mrs.
James Freeman, Martin; Mrs.
game here on October 11th.
James Gray, Union City; Mrs.
Sally West, Hickman; Dalton Via,
Clinton; James 0. Hicks, Mrs.
Eadora Parrott, Mrs. R. V. Putnam, C. W. Burrow, Jeff Grisdoor, is moving shortly, and the som, Scott DeMyer, W. R. Box,
end building is maintained for L. G. Davis, Mrs. Nora Alexander,
storage by the M. Livingston Paul Cathey, Clarence Cavender,
Company, which formerly had B. B. Stephenson, Mrs. E. E.
their offices there.
Mount, Mrs. Clarence WeatherDown the hill in the next block spoon, Sam HiAts,and Mrs. Jack
the hospital has moved and, as Speights all of Fulton.
mentioned above, Dr. Putnam is
Hillview Hospital:
planing to move. In the same
Harold Allen Taylor; Mrs. Efarea, however, are two newcom- fie Sutherland, Lynnville; Mrs.
ers: the Tiny Toggery recently Aubrey Burns, Cayee; N. L Sandmoved into the building vacated ers, Water Valley; W. H. Wells,
by the Fulton Beauty School, and Paducah; Mrs. Mercer T. Boone,
the Jewel Box has opened a new Bradford, Tenn.; Mrs. Senie Mcgift shop in the Fulton threatre Alister, A. T. Conley, Mrs. Floudie
building in the quarters formerly Wheeler, Miss Mae Carter, Ruth
occupied by the Toggery.
Ann McIntyre, Mrs. Herbert Lowe
That about sums it up for Oct- Mrs. Titus King, Jr., Mrs. Billy
ober 1, 1957. Rumor persists that Sisson, Martha Bynum, Mrs. G.
there may be a consolidation of G. Henderson, Mrs. Thomas Rustwo major local firms in the near sell and baby and Teresa Tarkfuture, but that isn't official yet. ington all of Fulton.

With Candidates Selected, FHS Queen Contest
Is Ready To Get Going On Fund-Raising Projects

ChangesAmprovements, Noted In Fullon Business Circles This Season

The Mail-Order Catalogues Are Upon Us
The brisk days of fall are just aget just as good, or better, a deal than
bout on us, and so are the brisk efyou can thru the catalogue; in the
forts to attract our shopping dollar by
fourth place a whole lot of the stuff
mail-order.
is "off-brand" private-label stuff that
The mail-order catalogues seem to
is no guarantee of standard quality to
be pouring into Fulton in record
you.
numbers, if the volume received in
If you insist on buying from one of
our office is any barometer. Why
these
catalogues that you're getting,
we're on anybodys mailing list I don't
least
at
go doi,vntoirn in Fulton and
know; I don't recall ever having
bought anything out of one of 'em. examine similar merchandise and get
their cash price, and then add your
Over the past weekend we recived
mail-order postage, insurance, packfive; four from Chicago and one from
ing
and COD fees to that. If yotere
Dallas.
still
of a mind to order by mail, atop
They are full of pretty pictures,
and
conside
r your feelings the next
apparen
an
tly imposing variety, and
time you will have to go see this local
offer all kinds of discounts under the
firm about giving a donation to your
"established manufacturer's price,"
church
or schooti or civic drive.
plus other gimmicks. . . but there's
always some "catch" somewhere ktYou still may not be convinced. Unlong the line. Rarely does one make
fortunately there are still some meranything near the whopping big sav- ,claants who feel that all trade in the
ing that they advertise.
'area comes to them automatically,
Beware of 'em. In the first place, and they don't have to be competitive
you can't examine what you're buy- with the outside world, either in
ing like you can at a local store; in
price, Service, selection or friendthe second place returns, exchanges, liness. They don't advertise; they
refunds are sometimes very slow and
don't solicit the public. It is because
exasperating, sometimes almost im- of this group that the mail-order buspossible; in the third place, when you iness continues to survive, and they
bring your cash money to a local are the lawful prey of the mail-or
der
store, how do you know that you can't catalogues.

Beware of The "Easy Money" Rackets
THE NEWS will not knowingly
accept a fradulent advertisement, nor
one that smacks of fraud or "gyp".
We refer specifically to the far-off
firm who advertises that one can
"make up to $400 in spare time" sort
of thing; (all you have to do is invest your life's sayings in vending
machines, etc.) We are receiving on
the average of two or three of these
kind of ads each month, and they are
never published. Newspaper publishers throughout the mid-South have
been warned not to accept them, although some papers still do, if they're
more interested in making a dollar
than protecting their readers.

One man in this area has $600 tied
up in vending machines and is stuck
with them; an unsuspecting local
lady sent a prized family photo off
to be enlarged for $1.00 and photo
and $1 disappeared; this is the story
everytime one "invests" in sparetime gadgets that earn "big" extra
money, or other special offers from
distant, unknown firms.
Know who you deal with before
you send any money. There ARE a
few reliable firms whom you can
trust, but beware of the schemers.
As far as we are able, we'll help by
weeding them out of our advertising
columns.

SERNOWTTE OF THE WEEK

Rock 'n Roll: Victim Or Villian

unionmarlowrianemowur*.qpwrriptsimilionmifirOgiemeaswase
By Jo J. Kirvan, staff-writer,
A ea
e-frightened public is beginning
to think that if you smash
aurist Feature Service
enough records you can solve the deROCK 'N ROLL continues to leave linquency problem.
It would be nice
the nation' "all shook up." So do
if we could solve a vastly complicated
juvenile deliquents. And many Amer- social problem in this
simple fashion.
icans would like to blame the music
Life would be simpler. But social
for the deliquency.
problems never come phrased as
Are they right?
easy yes—or—no propositions.
You've seen the headlines that
IF YOU BLAME delinquency on
read: "Rock 'N Rollers Riot." You
Rock 'n Roll you are going to have
know all about the tenn-age gangs to ignore million of America's finest
who tear up theatre seats, smash winyoungsters sitting at home listening
dows and maul each other to the ac- to a Pat Boone record, or dancing to
companiement of a Rock 'n Roll band. other moderate Rock 'n Roll artists.
FEW HAVE delusions about the
These good kids will listen to this
music and never once be tempted to
music itself. It is primitive, even barbaric. In lyrics, melody and arrange- start a riot. If they are not already
ment there is a total lack of imagina- in the market for gang warfare, Rock
tion. Much of it lacks every vestige 'n Roll isn't going to put them there.
of good taste.
To beat the delinquency sickness,
But all this proves is that Rock 'n
America is going to have to examine
Roll is providing the musical backits conscience, not its hit parade.
ground, not a cause or even an exDelinquency is riding through
America on the crest of a nation's
cuse for today's delinquency.
NO ONE really believes that switch
flight from God. Broken families are
knives will disappear when the last
spawning it. Homes empty of religion
Rock 'n Roll tune drops from the hit
and ignorant of the personality and
parade.
teachings of Christ are spreading it.
Childre
n with no reason for being
But etilot of people would like to
_believe it.i They embrace the theory, good are turning out bad.
IN A YEAR Rock 'n Roll will have
that to Wye a problem_ you look for
gone to the Limbo of forgotten fads.
a "bad guy." And as the delinquency
But unless God is given His due, destatistics mount, the "bad guy" of a
linquency will still be thriving.
national tragedy has become Rock 'n
Roll music.

THE FULTON COUNTY NEWS
Voted "Best All Around" in class in Kentucky
in 1954 Kentucky Press Association judging
Successor of various weekly papers in Fulton, the first of which was founded in 1880.
Post Office Box 485
Fulton, Kentucky
Published Every Thursday of The Year
K PAUL and JOHANNA M. WESTPHEL1NG
Editors and Publishers
A member of the Kentucky Press Association
A member of the Fulton County Farm Bureau
Subscription Rates- $2.00 per year in Fulton,
Hickman, Graves Counties, Ky., atuF3Obion
and Weakley Counties, Tenn., Elsewhere
throughout the United States $3.00 per year.
Entered as second class matter June 28, 1933
at the Post office at Fulton, Kentucky, under
tale United States postal act Of March. 1879.

Thursday, October 3, 1957

WORDS
Words are not always auxiliaries of
Truth. The spirit, and not the letter,
performs the vital functions of Truth
and Love.
—Mary Baker Eddy
Words should be employed as the
means, not as the end; language is the
instrument, conviction is the work.
—Sir'Josphua Reynolds
The difference between the right
word and the almost right word is
the difference between lightning and
the lightning bug. .
—Mark Twain

STRICTLY BUSINESS

by hicFearNers
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•
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aro is the way op

Methodiit Camp Plans
A Weekend of Camping
Beginning Friday afternoon at
5:00 there will be a Weekend of
intensive training In Christian
Fellowship at Lakeshore Methodist Camp, near Camden. Tennessee. Christian Fellowship through
the areas of music, drama, folk
games, special seasonal activities
and Fellowship around the calender will be taught by outstanding leaders of youth in the Memphis Conference and members of
the General Board of Education
of the Methodist Church at Nashville.
Attending from the First Methodist Church in Ailton will be
six young people from the Senior
Department; Carol Id cNeilly,
Ruth Louise Butts, Kay Johnson,
Joe Barnes, Jerry Carter, Charlie
Huddleston, and Mrs. Glenn
Walker, Adult Advisor in the protram area of Christian Fellowship.
This camp is Conference-wide
and any young person 15 years
old, who is • member of the
Methodist Youth Fellowship and
is interested in becoming a better leader among youth in the

local, Sub -District or Dial let
MYF is eligible to attend. The
camp will close Sunday afternoon
at 2:30.

SPECIAL
Wallpaper
SALE
Up to 90c Values

—per roll—

EXCHANGE
Furniture Co.
207 Church

Phone 35

filleFROM THE FILES:_

Mrs. Charles Binford and son
spent a few days in Paducah last
week with Mr. and Mrs. J. Li
Godfrey at their home there.
At a ceremony beautiful in its
simplicity, Miss Frances Bennett,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Garland
Bennett, became the bride of Mr.
Lincoln Dowdy Friday morning
at 10 o'clock at the home of the
bride's parents on Blackburg
Road. The ceremony was performed by the Rev. J. B. Hardeman in the presence of only
members of the families and a
few friends.
Mrs. Charles Andrews and
little son are spending this week
In Union City with Mrs. Andrew's
parents, Mr. and Mrs. J. L. Mott.
Mrs. Lawrence Holland was
hostess to a well-planned bridge
party Thursday night at her home
on Jefferson,•
.
Five tables of players were
present which includes the following guests: Mesdames Robert
A. Binford, Robert Bard, Buddy
Thompson, William Blackstone,
Harry Bushart, Wallis Doeling,
Harold Owens, A. B. Roberts,
Charles Murphey, Jr., and Miss
Carden& Brann.
Mr. and Mrs. Mike Sullivan and
son, Mike, Jr., Mrs. Maude Hummel and son, Lyle, returned to
their homes in Fulton last weekend from Miami, Fla., where they
spent several weeks.
Two cars belonging to Kellie
Lowe and Roy Tucker, crashed

Crutchfield Group
Meets With Mrs. Taylor
The Crutchfiled Homemakers
enjoyed a nice meeting at the
home of Mrs. Roy D. llaybor
Tuesday.
The devotional was given by
Mrs. Neil Little. Mrs. Little also
read an interesting story and encouraged each club metnber to
read more books along with the
editorials in the papers and magazines.
Reports and goals for the
year's work were given by the
memberships. Reading and Publicity chairman.
Thirteen members and two visitors, Mrs. Oddie Fields and Miss
Alice Fields, enjoyed a delicious
pot luck dinner.
A interesting lesson ',Trends in
Home Furnishing" was given by
Mrs. Neely Hoodenpyle.
Sunshine Friends were revealed
and new names drawn for the
coming year.
The October meeting will be
held at the home of Mrs. Herschel Brown.

Woodmen Cirele
Meets At Murray
Approximately 200 Supreme
Forest Woodmen Circle members
of the West Kentucky Rally District will hold their convention
October 10 at the Murray Woman's Club House in Murray.
Mrs. Frances DeName, first state
vice president, Cadiz, will be the
officer in charge.
Convention activities will begin with a luncheon at 1 p. in. for
all state officers and field workers at Kenlake Hotel. The afternoon session starts at 2 p. m.
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lATURNI116 BACK THE CLOCK —
Oat. 1. 1937
Mr. and Mrs. Clyde Fields and
son, Ronald Mac. spent Sunday in
Hickman.

1

at Fourth Street Thursday.
Although both machines were damaged, no one was hurt. .
Mr. and Mrs. Morris Ward and
Miss Ethell Dunn visited in Hickman. Ky., Friday.

Bean

319-31 WI

Mrs. Gus Bard returned last
week-end to her home on Carr
street after visiting friends and
relatives in Nashville, Tenn.

Lunt—

Mrs. Reginald Williamson was
hostess to her bridge club Thursday night at the home oy Mrs.
Geo. Moore on Third street At
the end of the game the high
score was held by Mrs. Howard
Strange who was presented a
novelty flower bowl.

Cut a LI
corner in your
budgeting

Mr. and Mrs. J. L. Read and
son, Jim, returned to their home
in Fulton last week -end from a
two weeks vacation trip to Louisville and Frankfort, Ky.

Clip this handy coupon

Mrs. Woodrow Fuller and
daughter, Beulah Ann, returned
to their home on Second street
last week-end after spending several days in Memphis, Tenn.

Buy 5 bulbs ...
get a 6th

Mr. and .Mrs. Lem Edwards
and daughter, Myrtle, have returned to their home in Sharon.
Tenn., after visiting Mr. and Mrs.
J. 0. Anderson, on Norman street.

FREE

Miss Sarah Bransford of Union
City spent last weekend in Fulton with Miss Marguieite Butts
at her home on Arch street.

2- 2- 2
Pack 0' Bulbs

Cayce Homemakers Meet
With Mrs. W. B. Sowell

VISITED ST. LOUIS
Mr. and Mrs. Bryan Kearby
and Mr. Ben Moore of Crutchfield, visited relatives in St. Louis
over the week cad.
00 TO CHURCH SUNDAY
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FaE
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WE HM
SEED TR
YOUR
WILL MI
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in Reddy's

Miss Nola Mae Weaver will go
to Senatobia, Miss., Saturday
morning where she will spend
the week-end with Mr. and Mrs.
David Clapps and family.

The Cayce Homemakers met
Thursday. Sept. 26th with Mrs.
W. B. Sowell for the first meeting of the club's new year with
17 members present. The new officers for the 1967-511 year are
as follows: President—Miss Alice
Vice-Ft-esident—Mrs. J. P.
Wilson. Secretary & Treasurer —
Mrs. Parnell Carrigan, Recreation—Mrs. W B. Sowell. The club
was happy to welcome a new
member Mrs. Charles T. Alexander.
After Mrs. Lyle Shuck gave
the reading goals for the year,
the group decided to buy a recommended book of fiction. Mrs.
Shuck expressed thanks from the
club to Mrs. W. B. Sowell for
the splendid book review she gave
In
August entitled "In
My
Father's House."
Following the potluck dinner,
Mrs. J. W. McOaugh and Mrs.
Wilson
gave
the lesson
on
"Trends in Home Furnishings."
They showed many samples and
pictures to illustrate the ideas
they brought along this line
A work day was set for October 10th at Cayce Methodist
Church for all Interested in any
crafts work.
The next meeting will be October 34th at 10:30 a. m. at Mt.
Zion
Methodist Church. Mrs.
Parnall Carrigan Cayce Homemakers club Secretary.

Bulb
Longir

FREE S3VC
BULB 27C
$1.42 Value for
Two

Ladino a

Our nos

COUPON

$1,15 (tax incl.)

75-won bulbs

Piton* 20:

Two 100-watt bulbs
Two 150-won bulbs

This coupon when signed entitles any residential customer receiving electric bills from Kentuck Utilities
y
Company or Old Dominion Power Company
to reoeive
a 150-watt lamp bulb without charge with the purchase, between October 1 and November 30, 1957, of a
minimum of two 100-watt bulbs, two 75-watt bulbs and
one 150-watt bulb from any cooperating lamp bulb dealer
in territories served by these companies.

Don'
100%
wool
Compl

Prices shown here we based on mons/fathoms' current price schedules which
ore sebject to change withoet notice. In Ow oriont of Ofly chomp*, the pikes
listed in this pion will is• odietted occordingly. The cowpony
hos ow know'.
*doe of ony ontkipeted chomps.
Customer's
Signature
Dealer's
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yew weered ILLI.-0.13. office
at the and if thla stomp/.
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Lake St

+vs. ..1101,4101.11 .301.411..

110/11110111001.4

or District
attend. The
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derful to the girls. but Anna
Merle, Joyce, and Ellen felt that
they would be happier with the
Theta girls.
Phyllis Kelley called Katherine
and Carlos to tell them she had
pledged Kappa Delta. It was late
Sunday night. when Phyllis called, but she had been so busy and
too harppy and rushed to find
time to call sooner. Phyllis had
A column devoted to the social events of our friends
been to the K. D. open house,
around Hickman. Call Joye at Hickman 2059 for
her big sister was the most beauyour social news.
tiful girl, and the party was just
out of this World — everyone was
fts/INI
so sw4st to her. It was hard for
We have all been a little on edge this past week — Phyllis to select a sorority for
the mothers and fathers have been looking forward to they were ail darling girls, she
hoped she hadn't hurt
a certain day or night when their child would call — certainly
any ones feelings, but she felt she
you know the first couple of months are the hardest!
would be happier with the KapJimmy Whipple called Saturday to say it was a hard pa Delta girls.
Martha and Buba Hale had a
choice to make — all of the boys were so nice to him, letter
from their son, Dub, who is
but after giving it quite a bit of thought he went S. A. E. at Centre College at Danville,
Of course this pleased his Dad very much for he too is Ky. Dub was excited over a part
he had won in the first play of
a Sigma Alpha Epsilon.
the year. Dub had to reed his
Shirley and Helen French call- pledged Kappa Alpha Theta. The lines with an accent between a
ed their mother, Mrs. .T. U. three girls had two weeks filled Russian and German — which
French Sunday to tell her—they with rushing from one party to he did very well, but how on
had done a good two weeks work the dorm to change clothes and earth did he know what a Ger—Joyce Mabry, Ellen Kearby, rushing off to another party—all man and Russian mixture soundand Anna Merle Hornsby had of the sororities were just won- ed like? We will have to wait
till mid-term to hear what Dub
will pledge for Centre has deferred rushing.
Mary Jo and Plea Fields had a
long letter from Robert Dee this
past week. Robert is a cadet captain at K. M. I. this year, and of
course that means extra time,
wotk, and pleasure for Robert.
We were very pleased to hear
that Robert was voted Co-Editor
of the K_ M. I. paper. There is
no one I had rather tell you
about than Robert for he has always been one of my pets.
319-31 Walnut St.
Fulton
Phone 201
Dick Goalder tried out for the
band at K. M. I. last week —
and he will be playing his trombone in the marching band. We
are real proud of you Dick.
Gorham — Towle — Wallace
FOOTBALL
Lunt — International — Heirloom — Sterling
The time has come to put away the backless dresses and
Bulova — Elgin — Gruen — Hamilton
shake the moth balls out of the
old winter suit — for the fall
Longtime — Whittnauz — Bennis Watches
air is always filled with footballs.
Mr. and Mrs. Guy Hale and Linda
Largest Selections
drove to Lexington with Mr. and
Mrs. Maxwell McDade to see Ole
In Western
Miss and U. K. battle it out. While
Jeweler,
Ruby and Maxwell, Cindy and
Kentucky
Guy took in the Lexington Trots,
Mayfield and Murray
Linda went shopping with Joyce
Mabry and Ellen Kearby. Just to
show you how our young _ones
get around the first person Linda
saw down town was Robert
Fields, who had come over from
K. M. I. for the ball game — naturally Robert joined the girls.
As the day progressed Dub Hale
from Centre College fell in line
with the Hickman kids. That afternoon Anna Merle Hornsby,
Jimmy Whipple, and Phyllis Kelley came upon the scene. Max
WE HAVE JUST INSTALLED A PANOGEN
McDade took the entire crew out
SEED TREATER MACHINE. SO LET US TREAT
to view some of the beautiful
YOUR RYE. BARLEY, WHEAT AND OATS. IT
horse farms. That night they all
parted ways to go to the footWILL IMPROVE THE YIELD BY REDUCING
ball game. Don't you know a
LOSS FROM DISEASES.
grand time was had by all — even
the old folks!
WITH US AND AWAY
It is time for your Fall sowing.
Miss Frances Milberg and Mrs
Rupert Hornsby took Mrs. H. L.
Vetch. Balboa Rye. Barley, Oats.
Arnberg to Memphis Tuesday for
Ladino and Crimson Clover, Wheat and Fescue
a check-up at the Eye, Nose and
and all kinds of field seeds.
Throat Hospital.
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On A Better Appliance
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Fall Is Now Here, So
See Us For Your Needs

Our seed are all guaranteed as to Variety, Origin,
•

Purity and Germination.
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East State Line

• NEW HOPE

leyee Taylor •

Mrs. Nimes

Mathison
Darnel/. He leaves his wife, Mrs. Frananon County physician, died of ces Wehman Darnall, a son.
a heart attack at his home at 4 Robert Darnall Jr., and a daughWednesday September 25, he was ter, Miss Jennie Lae Darnall, all
49.
of Union City.
Dr. Darnall had suffered •
heart attack in July but recovPECANS DIROPPING
ered and returned to his pracThe total crop of improved,
tice.
wild and seedling pecans this
Services were held at 4 Thurs- year is estimated at 119 million
day afternoon at .White-Ranson pounds, or 31 percent less than
Funeral Rome. Mr."John B. Nard- last year, and 14 percent below
eman officiated assisted by the average.
Rev. James Jenkins. Burial was
in East View Cemetery.
RUPTURE
Dr. Darnall was born in Obion,
Thin., and graduate from Van- The Sensational New Invention
Sathertand's "MD" Tram
derbilt University. He began praNo Belts — No Straps —
ctice at Obion with his father.
No Odors
the late Dr. James Darnall, until 148 when he moved to Union
City Drug Co.. Fulton
City.

I

The Whitnel Funeral Home
IT COSTS'NO MORE TO HAVE THE BEST—
We have funeral services in price ranges to fit your
financial circumstances. You will not find prices more
reasonable anywhere in this area.

CREDIT ON TENN. BURIAL POLICIES—
We give full credit when you call us to serve you—

PHONE 88

408 EDDINGS STREET

DEATHS

Friday - Saturday
BIG DOUBLE
Feature Program

Rev. Marshall J. Perry

Robert M. Darnell

Mrs. K. A. Mitchell is still in
the Obion County Hospital —
what's wrong Mrs. Mitchell, have
you changed your address? Now
you come on home we are lonesome for you!

WLUUA
WIPE• SINN • MEE

smaoseamMi HEL RAY

Sunday - Monday - Tuesday - Wednesday
THE HEMINGWAY LOVE STORY THAT
SHOCKED THE WORLD!

20,
TYRONE POWER
AiNk OARONER
MEL FERRER
ERROL FLYNN
EDDIE ALBE
ainowied tor
PlfetRY Klt419

CARTOON — SPOOKY
SWABS

COLON by OE U.IXE

-A PROUD CHILD
IS A HAPPY CHILD
Playing a Wurlitzer
Piano develops pride

of accomplishment.
TIMM'S MUSIC DEPT.
Union City,

Term.

U LT U N)
Attack of the CRAB
"4".11ONST.I!Rt,

e

You will be Surprised
how much your present TV is worth

CROMPTON VELVET

100% Acrilan: it LOOKS like
wool and it FEELS like wool.
Completely washable: 54" wide

Beautiful colors: crush resistant
rayon: fast pile: 40 inches wide.

$2.95 YARD

$2.95 YARD

WOOLS

KASHMARA

See the World Series in color on

A large supply of beaulful
tweed, stripes and solid colcrs:

Made from cealanese acetate
rayon: permanent finish;
finest worsted look. 45inches wide.

RCA VICTOR BIG COLOR TV

Two B-I-G Horror
H-I-T-S !
Friday & Saturday

_

'%\ (r
e
Ab
-.

HELLER JERSEY

60-in wide ___ $2.95 yd.
54-in wide __ ;1.49 yd.
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wastes• Robert

Miss Coleen Herndon, 1St LARK
The weather remains cool and
cloudy, no frost and we are glad, Mo. is Hating her 1110i•OR MTS.
Thelma Anderson and brellser
and not much rain.
Mrs. A. A. McGuire was the Charles.
Mr. and Mrs. Neil Harper, Los
guest of Mrs. Ernest Coltharp
Tillesday night of last week. Mrs. Angeles, Calif. were Friday visMcGuire and Mrs. Coltharp at- itors in our axone/nay.
tended the lodge at Water Valley. Friends will be glad that Mr.
Mosell Brown who is • patient
The Norman Crittendens of
at Fulton Hospital is showing
Manlyville visited in the vicinity
some improvement at this writover the week-end.
ing but will continue on • special
Mrs. Bille Joe Herndon and diet.
Belinda are spending this week
M1as Patsy Latta, Memphis,
with her parents, Mr. and Mrs.' Tenn. spent the week end with
A. T. Hicks. The Herndons are her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Clots
planning to move to Louisville Latta.
soon.
Cin Saturday night (September
Mr. and Mrs. Tremon Rickman 28th Mrs. Elmer Walston honorvisited Mr. J. E. Fialey in the ed her husband Elmer Walston,
Mayfield Hospital and Mr. Noah Mrs. Mary Pittman and Mrs.
McNatt in his home near Tri City Sadie Latta with a birthday supSunday afternoon. Mr. Finley is per: other present were Mr. Wilimproving but Mr. McNatt is liam Pittman, Mr. Clots Latta,
Mr. and Mrs. Denton Pittman and
quite ill.
daughters, Deneese and Sue Ann.
Mr. and Mrs. W. L. Matthews
Mrs. Lorene Pressley left Sunand Larry called to see Paul day
for E. St. Louis, flI. where
Cathay in the Fulton Hospital
she will visit with her daughter
Sunday. He is much improved
Mrs. Gilson Dean, Mr. Dean and
and hopes to be home soon.
boys for an indefinite time.
Mr. and Mrs. 0. F. Taylor were
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Kimbro
the Wednesday night guests of visited in our home Sunday
Mr. and Mrs. Tommie Moore.
afternoon.
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Hainline
called on Mrs. Belle McNatt Sunday afternoon.
Sunday guests of Mr. and Mrs.
Harry Yates were Mr. and Mrs.
Willie Yates and Jimmy of Mayfield, Mr. and Mrs. John Yates
and Mr. and Mrs. B. G. Lowry.
The Rev. Marshall J. Perry, reMr. and Mrs. L J. Williams and tired Primitive
Baptist minister,
Dolores of Paducah visited his died at his
home in Dresden
grand dad and Aunt W. L. Row- Wednesday night,
Sept. 25, after a
land and Allie Saturday.
long illness. Re was 85.
Mr. and Mrs. A. A. McGuire Services were held at 2
Friday
were the Sunday dinner guests of afternoon at the First
Baptist
the 0. F. Taylors.
Church here. The Rev. Cayce
Pentecost and Elder James Thetter, Suzanne. Joe Roper joined ford officiated. Burial was in Sunthe house party for the week- set Cemetery by Howlin A Riggs
end. Everyone camel home Sun- Funeral Home.
The Rev. Mr. Perry had served
day, but the Well's wouldn't let
Nell and Mary leave — they will as pastor of churches in Weakley,
spend this week in Harrisburg Obion and Gibson Counties. Two
and if my guess is right "Doc" of his last pastorates were at
Grove and
Bowling
and Helen's friends will put the Matheny
little pot in the big one for Nell Grove.
He leaves his wife. Mrs. Minand Mary!
nie Snow Perry; two sons, MarFred Stokes, Jr. spent the past shall Perry of Dresden and W.
week-end in Little Rock, Ark. I T. Perry of Jackson. Mich.; four
know you are thinking they sent daughters. Mrs. 011ie Berryman
for old Fred to settle the school of Farmington. Ry., Mrs. Otis
situation, but you are wrong—he Workman and Mrs. Herbert Harwent to see the 1958 Chevrolet ris of Palmersville and Mrs. Al—So get ready it will be out mus Ferrell of Dresden, and two
soon! Would you call that free sisters, Mrs. Lens Taylor of Maradvertising? ? ? (Ed's note: Yes). tin and Mrs. W. L. Specs of
Jackson, Mies.
Mr. and Mrs. Riley Allen and
children, Sid and Linda, were
week-end guests of the Mr. and
Union
City, Tennessee, Dr
Mrs. Tom Boaz in Vandalia, Ill.
Shirley and Riley went up for
the opening dance of the Vanden& Country Club.

Mr. and Mrs. Harry B. Stokes
enjoyed a week-end packed full
of fun as guests of Mr. and Mrs.
Kenneth Middleton of MadisonMr. Henry Sanger is in the ville, Ky
Obion County Hospital in Union
City.
CONGRATULATIONS
Gee, we are ham* over Mr.
Mrs. Charles Travis left the
first of the week for Alexandra, and Mrs. Elvis J. Stahr, Jr.'s, new
Va. where she will visit Emma born son. Stephanie Ann, their
Tyler and Mrs. Mabel Travis. daughter was especially thrilled
Miss Mabel has been gone long over her little brother's birthday
enough — it is time you were for Stuart Edward Winston Stahr
was born on Stephanie's birthday.
coming on home young lady!
I won't be long before Judge
Mrs. H. D. Wilson, Mr. and and Mrs Stahr will be on their
Mrs. Cecil Roper, Mrs. Nell John- way to Pittsburgh, Penn. to see
son, and Mrs. Mary Cowgill drove the new grandson, and a big boy
to Harrisburg, Ill, to visit Dr. and at that for he weighed 7 lbs. and
Mrs. James H. Wells and daugh- 14 ozs.

Don't miss these Week-end Bargains
A

•DUKEDOM

2
NOPPOP
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THis
EARTH
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illishard GARLAND • Pamela DUNCAN'
IiimitIRRORMibur Comm-62NMISIM Rows

Paul IIIRCH • Dowdy GARLAND
& WNWft Mootimme-11
MIRRIM

Plus—Pluto's Playmate & Space Ship Sappy!

when you trade it for an

SUNDAY - MONDAY at TUESDAY
DOUBLE FEATURE PROGRAM !!
"CHICKEN" IS NOT JUST A WORD

RCA-VICTOR TV

... IT'S MURDER!

$1.59 Yd.
at

TEEN AGE
THUNDER
A MARQUETTE PRODUCTION • RELEASED BY HOWCO INTONATIONAL.

Plus — Second
HIT!
SOME LAW,... SOME CRY...
SOME ROCK N' ROLL

mIikKAIL

Wes-Tenn. Dept. Stores, Inc.
Lake Street

Phone 192

Fulton, Ky.

WOOD AND PRUITT TV
302 Main Street

Phone 211

ItC)C
IRIttASED BY Nowt() mrt•NAviortAl.

Plus — Latest News Events ! I

•
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Mrs. Marie Wright winning the day morning at South Fulton bers
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they
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time — but in PADUCAH — gan.
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'twas a little DIFFERENT — dayB. Nickle and Mrs. H. Wooten Mr. and Mrs. Vernon Newton, Hazel and Janice Elli- ing and most dependable, Joe
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Some New
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Mr.
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Shelby Jean Pillow
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way home from Lexington
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Binford, Joyce, Janet, dree, Mrs. Parker McClure, Mrs.
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Stegall of Jackson was Mrs. Larry
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$3.00
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a Tucker.
and Waller Gore of Clinton have
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Versailles High School where Denver, Cheyenn e, Wyoming, surprise pink
Jack Gardner at
she will graduate in the spring. Omaha, Nebraska, DesMoines, honoring Mrs.
one evening
Millie is the dauighter of Lib Iowa and Hannibal, Mo. They the Ethridge home
week
last
ld.
Mayfie
of
e
and Bill McDad
were away for about ten days.
For the occasion the living
54rs. Curtis McAlister has re.a FAIR LADY in Ful- turned home after visiting with room was decorated in bouquets
t be humming such tunes her brother and family, Mr. and of fall flowers.
lont
k
The honoree wore a gift cores "On The Street Where You Mrs. Eugene -.Cates, Kim and
Live", "I've Grown Accustomed Tarena, at their home in Hunts- sage of white carnktions, tied
with pink and blue ribbons.
ro Her Face", "I Could Have ville, Alabama.
During the evening, contests
after
etc.
,
Night"
Danced All
were
FAIR
en1dYed with Mrs. John
"MY
seeing the musical,
Mrs. James Adams gave her
Odell Travis
LADY" at the auditorium in little daughter, Vicki Carol, a Eason and Mrs.
prizes.
Memphis this week. To hit a lovely party last week in honor winning the
The hostess served individual
few of the fortunate ones: Mary of her sixth birthday.
ted cakes and cokes to the
decora
HolAnn
e,
McDad
Latta, Ruby
party was held on the guests.
The
Nelle
land, Pearlee Hogan, Mary
lawn, and the children sang
Mrs. Gardner received many
Wright, Elsie Weaks, Jo West- Happy Birthday, gathered around
phelirqg, Ina Little, Lena Hutch- the birthday cake, which was nice gifts.
Those attending and sending
erson, Betty and Parks Weals, beautifully decorated with six
were Mrs. Porter Ellis, Mrs. H.
Kathy Jones, Margaret Homra, candles.
P. Allen, Mrs. John Eason, Mrs.
Elva Fall and Jane Edwards.
"Pin the Tail on the Donkey" H.
were Mrs. Porter Ellis, Mrs.
gifts
Long
was played with Paula
Edra Earl and Gene Hilliard wining first prize and Sidney Odell Travis, Mrs. David Holloway, Jr., Mrs. N. F. Wilkerson,
are home again after a delight- Phillips, second prize.
Mrs. Bob Harris, Mrs. Henry
ful trip "down south" way. They
s
Clothe
the
"Drop
of
s
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Mrs
visited at Tallahasee, Silver Pin" were Dennis Williams, Pat Grissom, Mrs. J. 0. Johnson,
Burnham Dallas, Miss Leola PatSprings and Cypress gardens Adams and "Sardy" Harris.
Mrs. Kenneth McAlister,
where they saw the famous
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Party plates of individual cho- rick,
Wiggins, Mrs. Ernest
show.
Bobby
ski
water
Mrs.
Florida
colate chip cup cakes, ice cream,
son,
Hender
rang. and
Jack
Mrs.
n,
In Daytona Beach they stopped bubble gum and orange pop were Norma
refrigerator)
Mrs. J. H. Eudy, Mrs. Paul Mcfor a visit with former Fulton- served. Favors were whistles.
m Harrison,
ians, Noble and Polly Morse. At
Those attending were Terry Mimi, Mrs. Willia Miss Doris
New Smyrna Beach they were TOdd, Pat Adams, Judy Adams, Mrs. Charlie Toon,
guests of the Troy Dudleys who Connie Stewart, Botta Stewart, Winfrey, Mrs. Cecil Orr, Mrs.
were friends of Gene's while they Sidney Phillips, Jimmy Phillips, Odell Sills, and Mrs. David
were in Guatemala.
Nancy Gregory, Debbie Gregory, Travis.
Other interesting cities includ- Paula Long, Jan Bell, Paula Bell,
Little Karla Kim Greer celeed St. Augustine, Fla., Savannah, Kay Greer, Sandy Harris, Denbrated her fifth birthday Friday
afternoon, Sept. 27, when her
Mrs.
mother and dad, Mr. and
Carl Greer gave a Ibtrely birththeir
day party In her onor at
home.
(Any Room Can Be Purchased Separately)
Games were etnyed by-all,
Pamela
to
going..
prizes
y
with
ing
y
and
Celer
Dress
Turke
Roast
Grooms and David Robey.
1.25
Carla received many nice and
LIVING ROOM: divan, chair, two end tables.
Cranberry Sauce
useful gifts.
re1.25
coffee table, two lamps.
Skillet Fried Chicken
The children were served
cake
cream,
ice
of
ents
freshm
favors
1.25
Breaded Veal Cutlet, Cream Gravy
and cokes. Each received
BEDROOM: double dresser, chest, bookcase
balof suckers, bubble gum and
1.25
Grilled Calf Liver
loons.
bed, innerpsring mattress, box spring.
The guest list included the
following: Pamela Grooms. Jodie
Green String Beans
KITCHEN: electric stove, refrigerator. 5-piece
Gambill, Dennis Greer, Tommy
Greer, David Robey,
Jimmy
and
o
Baked Idaho Potat
chrome dinette.
Bill and Julie Bard, Johnny McKay Greer, Suzette Mc(Range and Refrigerator included)
Guire,
Tossed Garden Salad
Morris, Gary King, and Johnny
Yates of Mayfield.
Ice Tea
Milk
Coffee
Hot Rolls
The mothers present were Mrs.
Boston Cream Pie
J. P. Greer, Mrs. William Greer.
Mrs. Thomas Greer and Mrs. Hanley Yates of Mayfield.

VHS Names Winners
Of "Who's Who"

Lone Oak Club Meets
With Mrs. Bethell

Just Arrived! A New Shipment
FACTORY RETURNS

SHOES

OUR LOW PRICES ARE

FORRESTER'S SHOE SHOP

49"

f

buys everything for
a 3-Room Home !

Sunday Dinners At The Derby

Dinners served

for

children

under 12
75

years of age

DERBY CAFE
—Fulion, Ky.—

Miss Dorothy Boyd was host
to a lovely party Friday evening
at the Harold Newton home
when she honored Mrs. Tommy
Paschall with a pink and blue
shower.
For the occasion the house was
decorated in bouquets of fall
flowers.
Mrs. Paschall wore an attrac-

FURNffURE
COMPANY

"TRADE WITH WADE AND SAVE"
PHONE 103

FULTON, ICY.
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Mrs. Harvey Vangiien

The Weakley County Baptist
Plans are needy completed for
Association will Meet with the the thirty-eight annual communNew Rope Church on October S. ity fair and field day. The preand
with the Pleasant Vlew mium lists have been distributed
Church on October 9, everyone for several days. It appears
that
le invited to attend.
there will be Interesting exhibits
Bympathy is extended to the and a day to be pleasantly spent.
family of Mrs. Tannle Clinard So every one come out and enwho passed away Saturday after- joy the day together.
noon at the home of her eon
The Chestnut Glade teachers IT'S A GIRL
Mr. and Mrs. James Clark of
Neal. Funeral services were held attended
the
County
teachers
Monday afternoon at the Plea- meeting In Dresden Monday night. Wing°, Route 2, are the proud
sant View Church with burial In Mr. Joe Morgan who will be re- parents of a nine pound, six
the Sandy Branch cemetery
membered as a former pupil of ounce baby girl, born Sept. 27
Mr and Mrs Billy Puckett are the Chestnut Glade School, was at 1 a. m., at Fulton HospitaL
the speaker (• the evening. Joe
moving to Poulton this week
IT'S A GIRL
Mr and Mrs. Max Council, Lee is employed b) the state departMr. and Mrs. Hoover Green of
and David of. Suvannah, Mrs. ment of education In Haahville
Lure Elliott. Mr and Mrs John We regret that his many friends Union City, Route 4 are the proud
Thorpe and Vicky were guests of in Chestnut Glade Conununity parents of a six pound, 12 ounce
Mr. and Mrs Jasper Elliott Sun- were not privileged to hear him baby girl, Joyce Marie, born Sept.
speak
25, at 12:24 a. m. at Fulton Hosday week.
Mr and Mrs. Harry Whttner pital.
Mr. and Mrs. Johnny Hanel
wood spent the week end In the and children spent Mat week end
home of Mr. and Mrs. Jack Wil- with her parents' Mr. and Mn. ITS A BOY
Mr. and Mrs. Bernard Clark
son of Union City. The Wilson Forrest Rogers.
made a trip to Kansas.
Mrs Jane Ann Jones is spend- of Pulton are the proud parents
Mr. and Mrs golden Parker mid ing several days with hoinefolks. of a seven pound. 12 ounce baby
atria attended a birthday dinner Slue expects to moire to Mt. Ver- boy. John Michael. born Sept. 30,
Sunday In the home of Mr Par- non, Ill soon due to Wilma be- at 12:55 p. m., at Jones Hospital.
ker's nuke. Mary Lou Rust, of ing transferred there.
Dresden
Congratulation to both the boys IT'S A GIRL
Mr and Mrs Treal Doughty and girls ball teams on winning
Mr. and Mrs. James McKnight
and hunily visited Mrs. Doughty • game each Saturday The boys of Metropolis, Ill., are the proud
parents of an eight pound, 12
parents of Clinton Sunday_
ounce baby girl, born Oct. 1, at
A pink and blue shower was Mrs Robert Wall. lint
Jasper
2:06 a. m. at Fulton Haepital
even Mrs Gerald MeNatt Satur- Elliott, Mrs. Calvin Thames,
Mrs.
day afternoon in the home of Ben Reed. Mrs. Huron
Motley,
Mrs. Earl McNatt, Mrs. Don Par- Mn. Albert Miles, Mrs.
Paul ITS A BOY
ker and Mrs. Bobby Lenionds Pbote, Mrs. John Lock-ridge,
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Russell
Mrs.
were Co-hostess. Many nice and Carlos Brundige. Mrs. 0 B.
Fields, of Fulton are the proud parents
unsful things were received. Those Mrs. C A. Trevathan. Mrs. X A. of a eight pound, 2 oz. baby boy
attending
the
occasion
were: Carney, Mn. Hall Miles, Mrs. born October 1, at the Hillview
Mrs. Charles Templeton, bars. George Templeton, Mrs Bee
WIJ- Hospital.
Dean Breeden. Mns John R. Mel- llama, Mlle Helen Dortch,
Mrs
ton, Mrs. Alice King, Mrs. Rich- Buford Garner, Mrs. Jewel
WREAKS LEO
Mcard Carter, Mn. Ulysses Dutch, Netl, Mrs. Les Carney. Mss. Don
Mrs. K. E. Mount, Fulton, sufMrs. Charles T. Mlles. Mrs. Web- Parker, Mrs. Bobby Lemon& and
ster
Henderson,
Mrs.
Monroe Mrs. Zeri Mcelatt Several sent fered a broken leg last Saturday
when she stepped into a hole in
Redman. Mrs. Trial
Doolia',Y, gifts who could not attend.
her back yard. She is a patient
at Fulton Hospital.

Mrixotueve,/
COBRA-MATIC

won the game at Palmersville
Saturday afternoon and the girls
won the game at Welch Saturday
night.
Congratulationi to Mr. and Mrs.
Bernard Clark On the arrival of
a son born September 30.
Mrs. Em Griffin has not been
feeling well for the past few days.
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, KY.

Boegell, Superintendent.
The Fulton News, Thursday, October 3, 1957 Page 5
The young people will meet at
•
the ohurch fitaLurday night
UK GAMES BROADCAST
RUMMAGS !ALS
610 and will leen the church
Station
WFUL, PUlton 5 cperTA gayride and Skating partn.g at 7 00 sharp for the
The Altar Society of St. Liskating
has been planned for the Inter- rink at Pilot Oak. Mr. Charles ing the entire University'of Ken- ward's Catholic Church in Fulton
mediate Department of the First Reams will furnish and drive the tucky football schedule for the will have a rummage sale on
truck.
Methodist
Church
under
fall season. Afternoon games are Saturday October 5th and 12th
the
supervision of Mr aria Mrs Bill
being broadcast on both AM and at the old McDade Shoe Shop
Baum, Counselors and. Mrs. V. J. Save Money — Shop
in Fulton FM, and evening games on FM. building on Commer-PO Avenue

MYF Plans Hayride
And Skating Party

I

TO THANK YOU Me YOU* PATRONAGE WE
ANNOUNCE-A GIGANTIC MONTH-LONG EVENT,

th

Scotland's •

IN/TN

wield-famous
Moak

HIGH FIDELITY
gives you more music from s// your

records

•Regimental Band
•Massed Pipers
•Highland Dancers

$21
9.95

A & P's USUAL
FINE QUALITY

Stock Your Freezer At This Law Pries

sw
9;:le

Bacon (:7:: .. 6341=
Thick Sliced Bacon 2"
Slab Bacon Z.'
.49$
Sausage(
2:189.
Pork Roast
.49$
Shrimp „...
)I'79'
Halibut Steaks
Ge▪ls
Ile

7-ielb
Late Out

Proem

11-16. Nes
SAS

IL

AN

teek Lateral Cerseliame...only
needle moves from side to side in
grooves for mom faithful weed
reproduction.
Deal Needle Cartridge...turn over
cartridge to change from 1 to 3 me
stylua. Barnum titanate cartridge he.
minimum distortion.

4:4

MAGNIFICENCE IN HIGH FIDELITY

Roper Television Service
306 MAIN ST.

PHONE 307

Not Baby Beef, Budget Beef or Range Beef.
A & P beef Is selected for superb taste and
tenderness.
ONE HIGH QUALITY—NO CONFUSION

Beef Steak(Ltrh.:.% t1.09)5 '99c
Beef Rib Roast
()
79c

INDIANA U. S. NO. 1 WHITE

CALIFORNIA RED FLAME

POTATOES

TOKAY GRAPES

10 t-bs 39' 50 its $159
Cabbage Z.'
Sweet Yams

Poesy
Quelity

10C

.10° Cauliflower
........J0$ Apples

PINEAPPLE .
PRESERVES.

Sommer Isle
Hoff Slices
•

WEBST'S

•

• •
ANIII Page

•

•

•

144.25
'

▪ z.99

Bushel •••••

89.
49C
2
lbJer

Apricot
•

While

20-0z.
Cans

Peach, Pineapple,
•

Sinew

•

•

Pineapple Juice
Tomato Soup
Sunnyfield Flour
Borden's Biscuits

A AP

Ana
Page

Can
104-CM.
• Gans
Self
Rising

49$
2.7.:" 1"
15 SECTIONS
,
10'
and a 2-Part Binder
29°
Reynolds Wrap..
(
SECTION NO:1
5
Banquet Pies
99$
o,254
Sharp Cheddar Cheese.59$
Swiss Cheese
•65`
PieJane
Apple
SECTION NO S IS
NOW ON SAIL!
Angel Food Ring
.. 39*
.2941
Sectlemme 14e. I, 2, 3, & 4 NM Oa Wel Glazed Donuts
soap(
Danish Nut Ring
• 39°
W
Ivory
Ready
To Bake
With 104
Reg.
roman Food)
126 Ft
non
Cempoe
Chicken.
8-0s.
Bost or
P
Turkey

Parker
VsI ue
Ree41141

Ctn.
Dee.

Re,
46e

4 m
z
a .
264)
el
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Redeem Veer Lover Brea. Mailed Coupons at A A P

Kentucky Fair
and Exposition
Center, Louisville

Palmolive Soap 44'A.3=2"
Via Detergent 32
Fob Detergent t.32
Paramount

4 "Teem Balanced" Speak.,....two
12' woofers, 2 electrostatic tweeters
with response 40 to 16.000 CPS.

SEE--HEAR...A NEW

Super Right Is Fully Matured
Grain Fed Beef

S.

MATC114•0 OOMPONIINT•...
•ILLAN01110 TO ZENITH PIENPROTION
New 11-Speed Cobra-Matie• neeeid
Chewier Automatically plays 164,
8314, 48, 78 rpm. Plays twelve lir,
ten 12', fourteen 7 records automatically. With automatic shut offautomatic same speed record interests.
world-Famous Ficeiberfiglid Cobra•TONI
Ann scientifically ticielgeet1 to
permit needle to "float" in grooves.
I mil diamond, 3 mil manufactured
sapphire tips.

•

olliversary

WA
SECTION
RACII NUM

The Mozart Riedel HP SIR—High Fidelity Console.
Fine quality wood cabinet in grained
Mahogany color.

.

FRYING CHICKEN

Ore

ON NEW —1958

•

ketchup
Cake Mixes ro:74::: 3::
Crisco Sbortainig 399
•Teeer H•4

ORDER PICKETS NOWI
$3, $2 and $I
reserved seats
Send check or money
order to:
The Black Watch
525 W. Bread...fay,
Louisville 2, Ky.

Velour, Devil's Peed

SAVE Ile ON LUX LIQUID DETERGENT
120a. Regular
With
She
Price
M
Coupon

32c

SAVE 10s ON ALL DETERGENT
114-01. Regular
With
Iho
Price
Coupon

29c

37c
39c

SAVE be ON LIFEBUOY SOAP
Regular elm Bar
Bath Size
win
C7:6
"
.
'
F.

2 16c 2,-31c

2

26c

SAVE 10e ON DOVE SOAP
Bath Size
Rome's, else Bare
wee

-29c
2,-39cor:-2,

All Prices Is This Ad Effective Thru Sat., Oct. 5

Moderoeses KaPakiii•

sr«.23°

Salad Dressing

qt. 39c EGGS -

EGRAD "A" Small

39c doz.

RIAD MB LAMM
and really enjoy them as you
have helped so many people.
Most commercially canned veilWould like for you to answer 'tables state the size, cup meaYork
ow.
for
New
some questions
POTATO FLAMM Formai 1 were very popular in a
surement and net weight on the
potato flakes, a new form of state consumer survey.
When will my baby be born? label.
00 TO CNVISCH, SUNDAY
What will It be a boy or girl?
dehydrated m•a hed potatoes,
snewore lag and left it. Your neighbor Dear Pat,
LATANE
Does my husband love me? He
(PATElCIA
Gle
rie queeffena le poison. Address
•
WIll you please answer some really acts like he does? Will I
will move around the first of the
oorromunicatbens to her cc THE
NEWS and watch for snows, hi year. No you will not have ano- questions for me as soon as pos- be lucky in the contest I have
this oolumn. Qualtion• repartalop ther operation, but you do need sible?
entered?
modiadote, health can boot be ow,
to your
Doe; my wife love me and the
Thank you so much,
surened by your petpoliolest; gime- to see a doctor in regards
none regarding handling et money condition.
children? If so, why does she
AU Wass sttissartuiee
wet,
be
Mel
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Woncienng
or investments
herby
time
the
go
all
to
want
sited by your banker. THE NEWS
self? Who does she go to see, P. S. Please answer in this SAVE ! GET our
preview Oils column purely as
furelle Serum and dew net *meet
two or three times a week at week's paper if possible.
Pat,
Dear
answers
the
for
ty
any responsibili
PACK'CE DEAL
does she like this
HOG CHOLERA steered.
many cases
•Ithough In
This is my second time to write night? aAnd
Dear Wondering:
every
Hwy haw proved •strernoly se we
will
When
lot?
person
°Covering •VerYtklalr
to you. I asked you before to tell buy a home of onr own? What
curate.)
Your baby will be born in
me if our street was going to be is the matter with my wife's March 1958, it will be a boy. Yes,
Dear Pat,
432 Lake et.
SWIVINIE*
rezoned and you said it was. Now
I enjoy the paper each week and can You tell me about when it health and does she like the place your husband loves you. No, you Ruben. ILT.
Phone 4416
in
the
contest.
will not be lucky
would like to ask several ques- will be rezoned? Also, tell me where she Is now working?
Thank you very much,
--P.
tions, what happened to the last when we will sell our home and
L. S. P.
HOG CHOLERA VACCINE
letter I wrote you?
what kind of business will be Dear L S. P.
Dried
Will my sister move to another here on this street? Will they
Modified. Live Virus • Rabbit Origin • Vacuum
Yes, I guess your, wife loves
state? If not could any of our take the whole block or just ours? you and thechildren in her way.
FOR USE WITH SERUM
family get the place and be suc- 'Answer as soon - as possible.
Your wife likes a lot of attenA Happy Reader,
Research shows that pigs vaccinated withAwivine
cessful?
Long Term — Low Interest
tion and likes to be fussed over.
cannot
BR.
Swivine
•
7days
in
Will my son ever move to the
are immune
Made to think she is beautiful,
No appraisal fee
with
happy
very
I
was
S.
P.
011711
small farm, and when?
wanted etc, this percontaminate your farm • Swivine is made by
gave me before. desirable,
you
for the time that you use
only
pay
You
answer
the
nFPIY
tells
Al
—
meeting
business
We don't think the
son your wife is
largest producer of animal biolpgicals
R
B.
Dear
money.
the
she
her these things. Its not that
deal our boy did has been too
Laborasoties,Inc
It will be rezoned around the in love with him, its that she engood; are we expecting too much?
Consult your
Will the company ever do any lit of January you will sell dur- joys hearing how beautiful, etc,
ttTrebtoore
thing about it or should we write ing the month of December. There she is. You will buy a home in the
A. C. Fields, Sec-Troas
VETERINARIAN
the Manufacture Com pa n y? will be a big department store spring of 1958, there is nothing
Tel 453,'Union City, Tennessee
and it will cover a whole block. wrong with your wife's health
Where did he loose his ring?
and as for her work, she likes it.
Will our neighbors ever move
—P.
or will they buy the place where
they now live, if so when?
Dear Patricia Latane,
Will I have another operation?
'ftFELF
I wrote to you some time back Dear Pat,
E HARRIS HO
4
N
:F(
%ft C
I would like for you to answer
I am worried about my trouble and didn't get an answer. I read
YORK
NEW
IN
g
but don't know where or who to your column every week and en- some questions for me.
Who will I have my first date
go to, please give me some ad- joy it sa much.
•
boyfriend?
vice as soon as possible
Would you please answer some with? How old is my
oomodw.v
Sa volIGT
me? Give me the
Thanks,
$
questions for me. Would you Does he like boy
ONO soofte
marry?
will
M. E.
en. arkella
please tell me what happened to initials of thedoes Imy boyfriend
Dear *M. E.
my son's quilt, if you can give me What street
live on? How many brothers and
'KNICKERBOCKER
Yes, your sister is going to initials, and what happened to sisters do I have? Will my boyrob or buil Or otorotwt
will
I
dollar?
silver
husband's
my
a
Yes,
state.
move to another
,
400 I..* ••••••• wallb mete .11,
friend set by me at the next ballles.•
member of your family could get be so grateful to you if you will game? What year will I get marTItIVISION
the place. Yes, if the night per- answer in next week's issue. Will ried?
ON SD
$0111
CO
AllLA-4.6900
than
JU-2•4200
son could get it and try, they my future be more happy
,
Offset Harris Hotels
Could you tell me where my
past.
No,
it.
the
of
tow
a
awes.
success
make
t
Oreedway
couki
ONCINNATI. Al••••••••
brother's baseball bat is! He lost
Thanks so much,
—
Mown"
MIAMI MACK Swerelop
your son will never move to the
e in the backyard
somewher
it
MOM totteOPCKIL Clortwol, Ober
orison Pen Warw.ll•rel
Reader
Weekly
farm. No, your son didn't do very
Prerullant
KARIM
*Wel
while playing balL
COltAWISIS. OrpoMblotit
adniolit ii. WIEEISAPI.OntoilisSerreaw
good in his deal. I would suggest Dear Weekly Reader:
Anonymous
you write the manufacture com- Your answer appeared before Dear Anonymous:
•
pany and get action. He pulled in this paper, in the last 2 or 3 I really think you should be I.
weeks.
washhis ring off when he was
more interested in your studies
—P.
Coffee Shop—Julep Room
at school and church work than
in boys, at your age. I suggest
Delicious Food in a
Dear Pat,
you start worrying about your
Friendly Atmosphere
I have some questions I'd like grades and not boys, your grades
please.
me
for you to answer for
at the present are very low, and
Only a step wool from
Will my husband and I ever if you would spend as much time
as
your midtown sceissities
be able to buy at a reasonable studing as you do worrying over
price and get a clear deed to the the boys you would come up with
property that joins us! If so how A's and B's in place of so many
soon?
D's and Fs. You aren't attendWill I ever have any children? ing church and sunday schbol and
oaring Aid
[
What is wrong with my stomach? you should. When you get to be
Will it ever be better? Is my hus- about 16 years old you write me
Complete Line
health good. If so, why again add I will be glad to give
band's
aid
of
hearing
all
makes
V.
Visit ear Hearing Aid Depart- does he have such pains in his you some advice on boy friends,
ment as your tint opportunity. chest? I take the News and will but at your age you need to be
be looking for your answer.
thinking about a...lot of other
CITY DRUG CO.
Thank you,
things.
Phone 70
Lake Strad
M. S.
Dear M. S.
Yes, but it will be the latter Dear Pat,
part of 1958 before you can do
Read your letters every week
this. You could get it now but
011111=It
would not be able to get a clear 4111Met
will
you
deed before 1958. Yes,
have two more children. Yes,
your stomach will be better. I
suggest you stop eating fried
foods for awhile. Your husband's
health is fair, but he should see
a doetor about the pains in his
chest.
continue to work on at the same
place. You will have three children, but lets wait until you
marry before we give the dates.
—P.
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PATRICIA LATANE

DEWEY JOHNSON

immonizomminst

FEDERAL LAND BANK LOANS

10.••••

Obion Weakley Nat'l Farm Loan Ass'a

TIMES SQUARE

4,4

Presh Ideas
help keep the
Illinois Central
young

p

ton!We Will

Poll

WANTED

Pay You

AR
$1000M

DOZEN

DIXIE PRODUCED ,EGGS

Will Buy or Trade For

Dear Pat,
I have been reading your articles for quite some time and

would appreciate it if you would
answer as soon a, possible?
Does D. A. by me? Will we
be married soon' When will we
be married? Will he continue to
work where he is now? How
long? How many children will I
have and when' I would appreciate it if you would answer this

50 Coal
Heating Stoves
EXCHANGE

as soon as possible?

before you man \

Join the Dixie
"GOLDEN EGG" CLUB!
Sell your firit dozen Dixie produced eggs to me
for ;1.00 and join the Dixie Golden Egg.Club.
You'll see the honor roll of members in our
store.
This Offer Expires Nov. 30
Ask for details ... or got complete information
in each bog of Dixie Laying Fetid.

SPECIAL

THIS

Yes, he will

207 CHURCH ST.
PHONE 35
01111111

IT HAPPENED IN
nrirtjevrualivarow-r-r101%,;=••
• Divas toying Food
• Ohio Comple• tort,
• Maio 411 Food
• Pule Poultry Concentrate
• Male Groh. Boloncor
• Dioio {voodoo/ food
• Div.. Pooltry Stood*, Concon/veto
• Di.o4 Copt Layer

WEEK

Save time, money and labor with the Dixie Mill-On-Whoels.
Have your feed ground ON YOUR FARM in less than an hour.

There's no trouble... no travel with the Dixie
tall 808 for an appointment.

Mill-On-Wheels.

DIXIE MOBILE MILLING00:,
East State Line

FURNITURE CO.

Deep appreciatiolk
A. B. G.
Dear A. B. G.
Yes, D. A. is in love with you.
You will get married but not real
soon, it will be in August 1958

Dixie Mills Company and we are so sure you'll
make a good profit on your laying hens this fall,
when you feed a Dixie Laying Feed, we'll pay
you $1 for your first dozen Dixie produced eggs!
This season, feed a Dixie Laying Feed:

Phone 808

Every year a fresh crop of "bright ideas"
helps us perform a better job for OUC CUStomers and friends.
Theme ideas-come from our own railroad
people. Matly, they suggest small improvements—a way to saves few hours in building a freiga.car, a -plant track to reduce
switching time, a quicker way to test brakes
on a freight train.
We adopt an average of better than 3,000
ideas a year. Every one of them makes the
Illinois Central a better railroad. And for
every idea adopted, an employe wins a cash
award.

17111 —MST Ma NONE IN EDITIKNY
At Crab Orchard, Lincoln County, Col. Wm Whitley
huBt the first of KenMaky's ilne mansions. An outstanding pioneer leader, Whitley called his 140-acre
estate "Sportsman's HIM. Fine carved paneling and
other materials were brought by peek mule through
Ounib•WIand Gap. Barly guests included Boone,
Harrod, Clark, and Gov. Isaac Shelby. Now well over
a century old, the blouse was restored in 1939, and
preserved in a State shrine.
of
In Renew/Ws historic past, just as today.,
our citizens have always elljoyed•gloss of beer.
brewing industry makes jobs for thousands of our
residents The sate of beer under orderly conditions
Is an important objective of the United States
Srlswers Troundeticm. Our continuing educational
program helps beer retailers maaintam their high
standards.
"*.kr WITUCEY DirSIMI, U.S.BREWERS FORMATION
*
1 123 tleyborn Sollins, Leui.v OW Koniwrity
,
1

This steady flow of fresh ideas, plus the
expenditure of better than $249 million for
improvements in the past ten years, enables
us to give Mid-America the kind of transportation service it must have to stay prosperous and strong.
WAYNE

A.

JOHNSTON
PrOlUitel

FTIMIKRTTJ
/Nat-

il/fitievetrisaeit,

Eahe

to these farmers with late lambs
is to try to get every lamb weighing 85 pounds or more on the
market by October 15th. It will
pay big dividends .to feed some
grain to these late lambs even
though they are on lespedeza pasture. If they get to 83 pounds by
late October or early November,
market as soon as possible. Keep
the remainder until spring grass
will fatten them. Remember,
drench all late lambs and especially the ones you hold over.
Here is how to mix it. One pound
phenothiazine to 1% pints water,
give late lambs 1 ounce to 14
ounces according to size and
weight Keep phenothiazine salt
before sheep at all times and here
is how to mix that: one pound
phenothiaiine to nine pounds
salt and mix throughly. Mix it
as it is needed. Older ewes that
are heavily infested with wornis
should be given one ounce every
four days until you give her four
ounces.

Farm News, Meetings, Events
(Iters note: the following information, Familial THE NEWS
bp the USDA, ASC, nearby County Agents et africeintral
menetss Ian be of streolat interest to p-ogeressisie farmers In the
en Tenn area);

L

INCENTIVE PATH:Mrs
TO WOOL GROWERS

NAME Chairman, Obion County Agricultural Stabliaation and ConservaWood producers of Fulton Co- tion Committee, said today. If
MO Alt PRYOR
unty have received a total of these farmers comply completeaushessest Asprai,Shah eared thine
$5,344.61 In Incentive petyments ly with the terms of their wheat
for 31,357 pounds of shorn wool agreements ,they will be eligible
In my traveles throughout
which they sold in the 1956 mark- for program payments totaling
Western Kentucky and Southern
eting year which ended March 11, $10,850.29.
Illinois I find several flocks of
With only four days left before
1957, It was reported this week by
sheep with late lambs. My advice
Roy Bard, chairman of the county the October 4 program deadline,
Mr. C. C. Vaughn reminds farmAMC Committee.
ers who intend taking part in the
Producers
of
the
county
have
Accurst.
also received $162744 in incen- 1958 Acreage Reserve program
WORKMANSHIP
tive payments on sales of 247,479 for winter wheat that they will
pounds
of unshorn lambs in the be expected to furnish the CounAt Low Cast
last - marketing year, to compen- ty ASC office with their crop
Watisies, Casks aid lams
sate them for the wool on the production history for 1958 and
Mos et All MO &asap
1957. From this information, a
animals.
'OW Ropoited ot Low Oast
The incentive payments received Soil Bank base and a "permitted
If you Neve iambs that have
ftacreage" will be determined for
been shern running with wooled by producers are net after dethe farm, and this must be done
ANDREWS
lambs you should *partite them ductions of one cent per pound
before the producer signs his 1258
from
shorn
wool
claims
and
five
wooled
ones. You can
or shear the
Jewelry Company
Acreage Reserve Agreement.
cents
per
hundredweig
ht
from
unnot expect much gain from the
The base will be established
ahorn lamb claims, as authorlaed
In a referendum of wool growers primarily on the basis of the
In 1955. These deductions go into average acreage of land devoted
a national fund for the promot- to base crops during the past 2
ion of the wool and sheep India', years. (Soil Bank base crops in
try. Such deductions in Fulton general are all crops produced
County for the 1956 marketin4 for harvest on a farm except hay
year have amounted to $446.68 crops.) The permitted acreage
will, in general, be determined by
substracting the number of acres
Amount received of Fulton County.
19511 WHZAT ACREAGE
in the Acreage Reserve and in
RESERVE PROGRAM
the Conservation Reserve from
Public Health Taxing District
$14,069.03
Thirty Six Obion County farm- the total in the Soil Bank base.
Total Salaries
$7016.88
__
Under the 1958 program, farmers
thus far have put 4115.4 acres
Social Security
146.60
of their wheat-allotment land ers must not only reduce their
Clinician Service
84.87
under the 1958 Acreage Reserve acreage of the allotted crop, such
program, Mr. C. C. Vaughn, as wheat, by the amount 9f land
Travel Expense
1028.91
placed in the Acreage Reserve,
Operating Expenses:
but they must also not exceed the
clipped lambs since they will stay farm's permitted acreage.
Telephone
in the shade with the wooled
$148.59
Harvesting more total acreage
lambs during the warm Part of from a farm than the permitted
Gas & Lights
261.00
the day instead of grazing. This acreage would mean loss of
the
Water
32.67
is especially true during the total Acreage Reserve payment.
Equipment
344.03
warmer days in the fall from
10:00 a. m. to 2:00 p. m. New
Office Supplies
85.48
sheep, as far as I know can not
Medical Supplies 21.59
tell time, but the sun is someRent
55.67
what warmer at this period of
the day.
Misc. Expenses 3192.28
Don't forget the possibility of
silage for sheep next year and
Total Operating Expenses 12.416.55
make plans to have some. These
Total Expenditures
12.416.55
dry seasons make it hard for a
lamb to gain weight whereas a
Cash on Hand
1,652.48
Oct. 4: Millie McDade, Mrs.
nice slice of silage would go well Ivan Brady, Mary Ann Fields,
with these dry pastures. Trench Mrs. Wilma Wyatt, Linda Shuck
TOTAL EXPENDITURES AND
silos are easy to construct and Copeland, Ralph 'Breeden, Mrs.
$14,069.03
are cheap too. Why not can some Josie McClanahan; Oct. 5: Ann
sheep pasture next year.
Perkins, Mrs. L F. Brown, Mrs.
Bill Reese; Oct. 8: Mrs. Warren
Graham, Jere Warren, Mrs. J. L
Jones, Russell L. Johnson; Oct. 7:
Mrs. Walter Stalling, Mrs. Charles
W. Binford, Michael Cantrell,
Loraine Fields, Audrilla Wade,
Carolyn Johns, David Cunningham, Jerry Barnes; Oct. 8: Rebekah Powell, Vava Finch, Willis
Elliott, Russell H. Pitchford,
UNION CITY, TENNESSEE
Evelyn Hornbeak. Mrs... M. E.
Berrg; Oct. 9: Mrs. Frank Beadles, Mrs. L. Stubblefield, Judy
1CAtewood, Phyllis Faulkner, Mrs.
NOTICED
HAVE YOU
? THE BLACK AND 'WHITE STORES ARE CHANG- Carl Puckett;
Oct. 10: Gene
ING THEIR NAME TO SHAINBERG'S!
Hardy, Ralph Puckett, Eddie
Miller, Carl Craft

FINANCIAL REPORT or THE
Fulton County Board of Health

Hickman ASC Office
Called State's Best
Hickman County's agricultural
stabilization and conservation
office has been named the outstanding county A. S. C. ',thee in
the state for the year.
State A. S. C. Chairman Roy C.
Gray announced that the Hickman County ASC office manager
and the county committee will be
honored at a banquet to be held
in Lexington, Kentucky, Tuesday
night, October 1.
County offices were judged in
this contest on the vasis of their
overall efficiency of operation
which included the manner in
which the county office serviced
farmers in their respective counties, in terms of dealing courteously with farmers and seeing
that the farmers are adequately
inforred of all of the agricul-
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tura' programs.
Thenames and address of the
Hickman County ASC Committee and office manager are m
follows: S. J. Walker, chairman,
Fulton, Ky. Rt. 1; Amos Ward,
vice chairman, Clinton, Ky. Rt. 3;
Paul Moore, regular member,
Fulton, Ky. Rt. 1; Fred Elliott,
first alternate, Wingo, Ky. Rt. 1;
William Shaw, second alternate,
Columbus, Ky. Rt. 1; Cecil A.
Wilkins, county office manager,
Fulton, Ky. Rt. 5.

NAMED MAR

r1111211D11NT

Madisenville, named for James
Madison, is in the center of a
plateau between the Peed sad
Tradewater Rivers, a region of
hills, rivers and creek bottoms
where It Is said, "Anything grown
In the temperate wee will grow "
GO To CHURCH SUNDAY

We hare complete stocks ti

DAY1011 V-BELTS

ALL SHOOK UP
Shakertown in Mercer county
was settled in 1806 by Shakers, or
for HOME and FARM
Shaking Quakers, a religious cult
that came into existence in EngMachines
land after 1747, when Jane and
James Wardley began exhorting BENNET
T ELECTRIC
their neighbors to a more austere
manner of etc'
FULTON
PHONE 201

A HOUSEFUL
of FURNITURE
Timm's
FROM

FURNITURE

YOU'LL BE PROUD TO CALL YOUR OWN

SHAINBERG'S BLACK & WHITE STORE

Save abnost half on brand-now

Half Price! Men's and Boy's

FALL COATS

Reversible Jackets

Values to $34.95
Luxury fabrics, newest fashion treatment.
All have milium linings, light weight.
wonderful warmth.
Sizes 8 to W: 14 1/2 to 24 1/2

Sportswear Jamboree
Save 1/3 during the big event
They're comfortable! They're stylish!
They're bargains!
• Orlon Cardigan Sweaters
•Corduroy Jac-Shirts
Reg. $2.99

Gals! Save HALF on your favorite

Leather Loafers
Reg. $3.99 pr.
At this low price, get a pair of Black.
White, and Brown
Sizes 51 2 to 10

GIRL'S COATS

Boy's sizes 8 to 18

Reg $7.99

Men's sizes 34 to 46

Reg. $9.95

$5.00
Blanket Bargains
Choose from plaids or solids
Blend of wool, cotton and rayon
Big 72" x 84" size
Reg. $4.29 ea.

2 for $7.00
Star Lingerie Specials
•Lace-lavished nylon slips
•Ladies tailored cotton pai.
• Beautiful nylon gowns
Reg. $2.99

LOOK ! IMPORTED

Joe Campbell Honored
For RABA High Record
Mr. Joe Campbell, Rt. 4, Fulton, Ky., the local technician for
the Jackson Purchase Artificial
Breeding Cooperative, was recently awarded first place in the
District 1 promotion contest.
His award of 175.00 worth of
savings bonds was presented to
him on September 4th at the Annual Meeting of the Kentucky
Artificial Breeding Association
Mr. Campbell reports a total of
1505 services the fiscal year just
ended.

Just a few of hundreds of similar values to be found throughout the store in
every dept. See your big 14 page circular for many others.

Modern 2-piece living
room
suite, modern
chair, 3 tables, 2 lamp..

$269.95

Cold Weather

MODERN

DINETTE

Decorator-styled
and 4 chairs.

is coming!

table

$79.95

Prepare Now . . .
Get Your Supply of

BEDROOM ENSEMBLE
Our Convenient

Ultra smart bookcase
bed, dresser with mirror, and mattress set.

Budget Plan Makes It
Easy To Purchase

$249.95

Choice of 6 styles
Reg. $4.99

Savings! Savings! Savings!
Msn's 100% Wool Suits
Beautiful fabrics, new, pretty styles.
Select from 150 suits in your favorite
Careful workmanship.
style and color.
Values to $14.99
Sizes 35 to 46
Reg. $40.00
Sizes 3 to 6x - $7.00
Shin 7 to 14 - $10.00

s-PC. uvuoti soma

GO TO CHURCH SUNDAY

Italian Cowhide Bags
$3.00 plus fed.tax
COMPANION SPECIAL

... AS Lrriti AS VAS A WEEK
Imagine, 3 rooms of choice furniture at this fabulously low price!
An ensemble that combines beauty,
comfort, and savings.

GROUP
•
5
PLE scull.
TAirovE

rigeratoer
Re
Gfas
Size

CITY COAL CO.
Telephone 51

AU For Only

$795

Immediate Delivery:
all sizes on Hand.

As little as $11.95

Per Week

Ken-Tenn Marketing Center
FOR 1/117411% 'nom sanding mathine and .lack floor polisher and electric vacuum cleaners.
changer Furniture Co.
Phone NS. Church Street
•

You're always welcome
at

World's Finest Quality

K. P. DALTON'S
LIQUOR STORE

TIRE SALE at Bennett's Cities
Service on Fourth Street and
Fulton
Mayfield Hiway
Maynard's Cities Service on
Martin Highway!
Cold Wines, cold beer
1. All popular brands of
Granfte
whiskies, gins, eta.
MONUMENTS
FREE PARKING

Zenith T V
Repair Service
ROPER'S TV SERVICE
Main St.

Phone 307

Authorized Zenith

Dealer

Continued from page One

SPECIAL - Extra Nice China
Cabinet $34.95. Dining Table
and Six Chairs $39.95 Buffet
$12.50 all Walnut. 9 x 12 Rugs
$4.95 to 20.95 at Wade's Used
Furniture Store. Trade with
Wade and Save. 112 Main St.
Phone 478.
FINE ENGRAVING of all types
Is available at the Fulton
News office. See our aspiplea; we are exclusive agehts
for the finest engraving company in the midwest The
Fulton News, 209 Commercial Avenue.

A monument can forever SAFETY-TOE shoes are always
express your devotion.
available at Forrester's Shoe FARM REAL ESTATE LOANS.
HOME FURNITURE - Coal
Shop.
We offer a wide selection
To provide working capital,
Stoves $37.50 to $72.50 Gas
meet
every
designs
to
of
low
interest,
long
term.
Heaters $12.50 to /17.50. Gas
FOR SALE: New limed oak bedCharlie
Stephenson. t'hone
preference.
Range $37.50. Breakfast Table
room suite, slightly damaged.
LEE GILBERT
k
'WATER VALLEY, KY.
tighway 45
,

Phone 22M

WELLS DRILLED _tor industry
and home& Madera equip-

°;
:7:
1 it eox
rPeZr
i ed
Watson
workmC7...
Phone MIL Fulton. EY$OR SALE. green stullio couch
and matching Chair. A $225.00
value for only $135.00 at Exchange Furniture Company.

CASHION'S
Spetializee Service
CALL 559
11 Mowers Shaksiened
Rotary Blades 431alety
•
Sharpened ant- Halanced
{-All Engines Repeilied
4-Authorized Clinton Service
Li-Clinton Engines and Parts
4-Factory Trained Mechanics
*Prompt 'Effitient Service
Work ouaranteed
-Also Electric Motors
W.-Wiring, Refrigeration,
.
/
1
4, Appliance, Repair.
P.-Free Engine Examination

k

LOANS: Long term,
love interest rates on real
estate. Charles Cannon Phone
61, Fulton.

$189.50 value for $159.50 at
Exchange Furniture Company.

MONUMENTS
Granite and Marble
Any size or shape
Open 6 days each week.
Shipped from one of the
largest Monument works
in the U. S.

Union City Marble
and Granite Works
Court Square
'Phone: Office 289;
Home 1946
turv w L. Douglas shoes
Fulton
Shop.

at

Forrtster's

til
Shoe

61, Fulton.

"I-H" Permanet premium antifreeze: quart 64; single gallon
$2.44; case lots (6 gallon) per
gallon $2.17. Phul Nailling Implement Company, Fulton.

POSTED and No-hunting signs,
for-rent signs,- made to your
specifications. Prompt service, economical prices. The
Fulton News, 209 Commercial Avenue.

NOW is the ume to get you:
Typewriter and Adding Machine Overhauled. See Cleo
Peeples, Service Menager of
The Harvey Caldwell Company, DRIVE-IN Office Out- CONVENIENTLY located
only
fitters, Phone 474. ,
a half-block off Lake Street
In the heart of downtown
5003 ELECTRIC wheel trailers
Fulton, the Fulton News is
(less tires) and 650 electric
ready, willing and able to
wheel trailers (less tires) at
do your printing. 100 Com1856 Prices. Paul Nailling Immercial Avenue, telephone
plement Company, Fulton. .
470: "The Printing number."
WE HAVE
RCA WHIRLPOOL
COMBINATION WASHER
AND DRYER
RANGES, REFRIGERATORS3
AIR CONDITIONERS

TRADE• NOW

FARM LOANS

H&M

Long Terms-

TELEVISION

-Easy Payments

ATKINS. HOLMAN
AND FIELDS
-Insurance-

List your
Farm and town Property
FRUIT TREE and gene ra 1
orchard pruning, also shrubwith the
bery pruning and tree surgery.
ESTATE CO.
FULTON
REAL
Years ,of experience. Write or
call W. A. Ledbetter, Fulton
See them when you want
Route 2; phone Fulton 1416M2.
so BUY OR SELL.
SALE: Used oil heaters $14.95
and up. Exchange Furniture JOS Main St
Phone
Company, Church Street, Fulton.
PIANO tuning, $7.50. We also do
expert rebuilding, reconditionKING-O-HEAT 60- lb coal heating, etc. Timm's Furniture
ers $52.50. Liberal trade-in. Exchange Furniture Company, Company, Union City, Tenn.
Church Street, Fulton.
HI-TI headquarters: Records, record players, Hi-Ti latest hit
WE PRINT hunctreds of thoustunes, LP and EP albums.
ands of envelopes, stateWade TV, 206 Main Street,
ments, letterheads, business
Fulton.
cards and office forms yearly for businessmen all over
the Ken-Tenn area, right in FOR SALE: Dixie electric range,
full size, almost new. $115.00
our own well-equipped shop.
at Exchange Furniture ComSend us your next order. The
pany.
Fulton News, phone 470:
"The printing number".
WE'VE MOVED: Now located in
larger quarters for your con3IAITE YOU shopped at our
venience, just 3 doors east at
large display room for your
212 Main Street, in the former
4" plumbing needs? See our huge
Huddleston Building. Forreststocks of kitithen and bather's Shoe Shop, where you will
- room fixtures; newest styles,
find all kinds of dress and
colors; prices to fit your pocwork shoes for men.
ketbook. Open anytime, day
or night at 909 Arch Street.
"We carry parts and materiMOHAWK
als." Campbell's Plumbing
Shop. Telephone 1037R.
411Ik
WALL-TO-WALL
.
ill.AYTAG WASHERS, standard
OR ROOM SIZE
and automatic models. $139.95
and up. Sales and service.
Call us to estimate your job?
••• Bennett Electric, Phone 201
We also install linoleum, aspWORK shoes $3.95 up. All halt tile, rubber tile and plastic
4 lengths.
widths. Forrester's file.
Shoe Shop.

CARPET

400 Main 'Street

Puttee

COST OF things going tip faster
than your income? You can
make more full or part time
as a Raleigh Dealer in Rilton.
See or write Grace Walker,
601 West State Line, or write
Raleigh's Dept Ky. J-1071-RR,
Freeport, Illinois.
FOR TEE BEST T.Aeai tin Office
Funniture buy Shaw-Walker.
See James 0. Butts at The
Harvey
Caldwell
Co.,
DRIVE-IN Office Outfitters,
Phone 674. We trade for your
old equipment
NOTICE: This is to advise that
Mrs Mavis L Yates and partner, R. A. Birmingham are
applying for a beer license at
the Zippy Cafe on U. S. 51,
North (Riceville); Fulton, Ky.,
and herewith publish this notice
of intention, according to law.
FIVE SIZES ,of blank shipping
tags always in stock; from
the largest to the smallest
You can buy 'em plain or
we'll print 'em for you. 11
you need shipping tags, come
to the Fulton News office,
209 Commercial Avenue.
BARGAINS AT WADES - Nice
Wringer Type Washer looks
like new 269.95. Norge Wringer
Type Washer $37.50. New Poster Bedroom Suit $134 85 at
Wade's Used Furniture Store.
Trade with Wade and Save.
112 Main St. Phone 478.
RENT: Four room apartment, all private, gas heat, wir-

FOR

ed for electric stove or gas.
Located 401 Fourth St., Phone
1722 Fulton, Mrs. Grace Griffin.

SALFSBOOKS of all descriptions are available from the
Fulton News. Short orders
FULTON
made right in our shop to
your specifications; we are
and Furniture Company
agents for the largest sales208 Lake Street
Phone 1
book companies in the business. Let us quote you on
your next order. The Fulton News, 209 Commercial
COLDEST liWER
Ave.

HARDWARE

OPENING FOR
Representative
In Fulton County
We have an opening for one
representative in Fulton County who has had experience in
selling. Insurance experience is
not necessary, but helpful.
1,eads are furnished from
mailing, radio and TV advertising. Liberal first commisdon and renewals.
Our line features the latest
In disability, hospitalization
tracts.
and life
A late-model car and at
least a high school education
am required.
This is a special opportunity for the right man. All
replies held confidential, of

IN TOWN!
Lake Street Liquor Store
Coca-Cola Plant

Plenty Free Parking!

SAVE MONEY
Buy Auto Insurance on
Our 3-PAY PLAN

Services for Fred Farmer. retired merchant of near Dukedom. were held at the DukeMUSIC SHOP
dom Methodist Church at 1 p.
m.. 'Tuesday. 'The Rev
Ray
Fleming, pastor of the Pilot Oak
Baptist Church. officiated. Burial.
under direction of Jackson BroPhone 1655
Union City thers Funeral Home of Dukedom,
was in the Dukedom Cemetery.
(Complete stock)
Be was 09.
Good selection of records Mr. Farmer died at the Fulton
Hospital at 11 10 a m, Monday
on LP and 45 rpm
after a 10 weeks Illness.
orders--Snecial orders
Mr Farmer leaves his wife,
Mrs Myrtle Farmer., two daughters by a former marriage. Mn.
Forrest Darnall of Dukedom and
S. 51 North
Fulton, Ky. Mrs. Raymond Brassie of Baltimore. Md.: a step-son, Donald
Across From 'Zippy Cafe
Hastings of Dukedom: his stepmother, Mrs. Inle Farmer of Ful24-HOUR II/MOCKER AND
ton; two brothers. W. B. Farmer
and Porter Farmer of flit Louts:
GARAGE SERVICE
three sisters, Mrs Hattie Gibson
JUNK `YARD
of Fulton, Mrs. Ines Vincent of
Pilot Oak. and Mrs. Grover ('nice
USED CARS AND PARTS
of Dukedom: three grandchildren
and two step.grandchildren
Phones.
Garage 9134; Home 1795

RCA and Magnavox
TV and Hi-Fi

PETE'S GARAGE

v.

STATEMENT OF OWNERSHIP
Statement required by the Act
of August 24, 1912, as amended
by the Arts of March 3, 1933, and
July 24 1946 (Tttle 39. United
States Code, Section 233) Showing the Ownership, Manageepent
and Circulation
The fulton County News,
published weekly at Fulton, Kentucky, for October 1, 1957.
1.The names and addresses of
the publisher, editor, and business manager are:
Publishers R. Paul and Johanna
Westpheling, Box 485, Fulton, Ky.
Editors: R. Paul and Johanna
S. Westpheling, Box 485, Fulton.
Kentucky.
The owner is: Johanna S.
Westpheling, Box 485, Fulton,
Kentucky.
3. The known bondholders,
mortgages and other ,security
holders owning or holding 1 per
cent or more of total amount of
bond4 mortgages or other securities are: None.
5. The average number of
copies of each issue of this publication sold
r distributed,
through the mails or otherwise,
to paid subscribers during the
12 months preceding the date
shown above wac 2435.
R. Paul Wet pheling, Jr.
Publisher

Earle 'Hotel

FOR SALE: McCormick-Deering
binder. Call 345 or see at
Webb's Machine Shop.

Independent Hotel

NOTICE

Rooms $5.00

Beginning
October 1, 1957

Per Week

GRAVES
HOGG
Barber Shop

Newly Decorated

"Always At Year Service"

COOK'S LIQUOR

Joe Harris
Joe Harris of McConnell. Tenn.
died suddenly Wednesday morning while working with a construction company, near Hallees
Camp ground in Weakley County, Tenn.
He was a well known farmer
of McConnell.
He Is survived by his wife, Mrs.
Lorraine Fulletion Harris, two
sons, Milburn and Joe Jr. Two
grandchildren and four brothers.
Sank, Bulls, Buck, Burch and
three sister, Mrs. Flossie Taylor,
Mrs. Mertie Terrell, and.Mrs.
Mack Brown.
He is the brother of the late
Guy Harris who passed away several weeks ago.

FOR SALE
ALL SHOOK UP, this owner has been transferred and
must sell this two-bedroom
home in Covington Addition,
central heating nice fenced
back yard. You can assume
present loan after small down
payment. Vacant and ready.
$7,350.00.
NEARING COMPLETION,
in Connaughton-Arnold subdivision, three bedrooms, bath
and half, dining room, central gas heating. Brick veeneer. Let us show you this
fine home and tell us how
you would him to have it
decorated. One of best bargains that we have ever offered for sale $9,750.00.
IN CAYCE KENTUCKY,
three acres, good dwelling, including a building equipped
for any kind of a garage or
machine shop. In heart ef
farming country. $4,500 00.
ON NORMAN STREET, in
East Fulton. Convenient to
town, (7 rooms and bath) can
be used as two apartments,
priced to move at $4,000.00.

STORE
201 Commercial Ave.

Felten

Cold Wines, cold beer

Will Remain Open All
Day on Wednesday

DEATHS
Fred Farmer

WARD'S

Across from

MK DOWN. 30% in 3 MOS.
VI% in 6 MONTHS
No Interest. No carrying
COUTSe.
Charges.
Your policy is typed and
• , National Travelers
ready for you in a few minutes, and ()overage is effec;Insurance Agency
tive immediately.
*444- nee 4127. Paducah. lEY.
CALL 62 - ill
...1
Telephone 28616
Wick Smith Agency
P!.
1
i

I

and Chairs $12.50 to $24.95.
Living Room Suits priced to
Sell. Westinghouse Refrigator
$50.00 at Wade's Used Furniture
Store. Trade with Wade and
Save. 112 Main St. Phone 478.

Grade spellers in this vicinity.
After the excitement had cleared Sandra Forrester of Rives,
Judy Green of Wingo and Lee
Cantrell of South Fulton were declared the winners and received
the championship prizes. Sandra
was presented with a beautiful
Western Flyer Bicycle from Thad
Fagan. Nathan Wade of Wade
Furniture presented Philco Portable radios to Judy and Lee.
It wasn't an easy victory for
the girls. Before they went into
the sudden death overtime, they
had eliminated seven outstanding spellers; Ann Sudbury of
Union City, James Lee Marcus of
Greenfield, Nancy Sisson and
Kay Stark from Terry Norman
School of Fulton, Janet Harris of
South Fulton, Eddie Boyd of
Cuba and Suzanne Meek of
Obion.
This was the windup of the
Spelling Bee after three months
of competition over WFUL.
The competition is on again
this year with schools competing
from:
Tennessee:
Sharon, Rives, Union City,
South Fulton, Martin, Greenville,
Dixie, Welch.
Kentucky:
Cuba, Hickman, Terry Norman,
Beelerton, Cayce, Water Valley,
Tyler, Wing% Clinton, Fulgham,
Carr Institute, Columbus.

All popular brands of
wheties, gins, etc.

Call 62 or at Night Call 164

Wick Smith Agency
Insurance
REAL ESTATE ON MOVE
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SOUTHEAST

AIRLINES

ing type.

Plight Sehetbale
Effective October 1, 1957
Central Standard Time

EST

Arr Nash.

WFUL SEEKS-

5:30A
1:22 P
EST

6:28A
4:241 P

8:10 A
6:00 P

10:25 A
P

Central Standard Time

7:1$A
5:44P

8.15 A
$10P

10:20A
9:52P

11:18A
10:47 P

Monday through Friday Schedule
Funeral arrangements were incomplete when The News went to
press.

To tell you the truth I cton't
know why I get so scared. I have
been told that some of America's
greatest speakers never get over
that first crippling fright of
standing on their feet before an
audience. If that's the real truth,
then I'm another William Jennings Bryant. I don't know why
my nerves almost shatter before
I walk from a chair to a speaker's table. Maybe its because I
know my limitations as a speaker and I ought not to accept invitsuona to speak.
But you know what . . . after
I do get started talking I enjoy
the occasion to the ukmost and
sometimes I talk so' much I do
put people to sleep. But so it
goes. I did appreciate the invitation to speak to the Fulton High
student on radio . . . because
radio is a ve7 interesting and
compelling sielvject and there's a
lot that can be said for it.
isieswa

NOTERO9K(Continued frees Page One)

emotaite.

wiaseweimontr

How Christian
Science Heals
-FINDING A NEW
OUTLOOK ON LIFE"

ed. I'll have to call and tell them
I can't speak above a whisper."
But then when the children wake WFUL (1270 Rt..;
up and I start handing out directions to them about what to wear,
whet cereal to have for breakfast
what socks match the dress, etc.
I realize that my voice is as strong
as a top sergeant in the front
ranks, and the voice excuse is
no reason for cancelling the talk.
It just has to be made ... period.

Biondi', 9:11/
Weiss.Wa•

So after convincing myself that
Sao Pawl
I cannot get out of making the
Weiss aim
speech I prepare to go to the leaw dews paysiest,__"
"place of execution" and I start and Easy Terms
getting butterfly' in my stomach
I take a dose of nerve medicine, I BENNETT 11-r.CTRIC
rams
117 Maus
change clothes a dozen times so
that I will look and feel just
right, and then I take off for
the meeting place.
On Wednesday morning I was
at school about 45 Minutes before it was time to talk. That
gave me that much time to contemplate my nervous condition
and by the time it was time for
Mr. Martin to take me to the
study hall I felt like being escorted up the steps on a stretcher. I
walked up on my own steam however, and as the time neared for
me to get before the speaker's
stand my mouth Wall dry, my
throat was parched and I just
hoped that I would be the faint-

Fulton Drive-la
Theatre

Located 1 1,i miles South of

WED-THUR.. Oct. 2-3

ODONGO
Cinemascope

EXPERT COKING TO MAY.
Rhonda Fleming
FIELD & UNION CITY AGAIN
GEO. L. ROWE
MacDonald Carey
Well-known expert, of Indianapolis will personally demonstrate
his method without cherge at the - Plus Second Feature Davy Crockett Hotel, Union City.
Ttiesday, Oct. 15th from 2 p. m
to 6 p. m. and at the Hall Hotel
Mayfield, Thursday, Oct. 17th
from 2 p. m. to 6 p. m. Evening
by appointment. Ask for Mr
Howe at desk.

tif,
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To The ENDS
of The EARTH
Starring

Dick Powell
Signe Hasso
Fri- Set -Sun - Mon
Oct. 4-5-6-7
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STABLITE
DRIVE-IN THEATRE
Fulten-Unies City Highway

OCT.

THUR-TEL,
1-4
(Starts at 8:30)
PILLARS OF THE SKY
Jeff Chandler, Dorothy Malone
also
,
(Starts at 6:45)
RED MOUNTAIN
Alan Ladd,
Elizabeth Scott
SATURDAY, OCTOBER 3
(Starts at 8:30)
THREE VIOLENT PEOPLE
Charlton Heston,
Anne Baxter
also
(Starts at 6:45 and 10:15)
THE LEATHER SAINT
John Derek,
Paul Douglas
SUN-MON., OCT. 41-7
(Starts at 8:25)
THE COURT JESTER
With Danny Kaye
also
(Starts at 6:45)
PRICE OF FEAR
With Merle Oberon
TUBS-WED., OCT. 1-9
(Starts at 8:10)
THE WRONG MAN
With Henry Fonda
also
(Starts at 8:43)
JAGUAR
With "Sabo"

PLUS-
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